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Ne\037\037\037 in the }J. 8.:...:'3.
R .)

by

A. Kotlyar)

Mr. Kotlyar was a journalist in the Ukraine from the

Revol\037t1on until 1936. In the early thirties he taught at

the All-Ukrainian Communist Institute of Journalism. In the \302\267

present paper he describes the development of the Boviet
press into a militant arm of the Party and government, in
terms of his own experience.)

It is Mr. Kotlyar'g thesis that the press of the

U.S.S.R., which has always been treated as a tool of the re-

gime, reflected at any given time the degree of pressure be-

ing exerted on the population for the realization of Party and

government ends. During .periods when control of the press
was loosely exercised, as was true in the 1920's. the press
enjoyed a certain degree of latitude to discuss problems, of-
fer sug\037estions and, at times, simply entertain the reader.
At that time Party supervision over most news\037apers was limit-
ed to the a?pointment of an editor who was a good journalist
and a Party member. The editor was considered successful if
his newspaper achieved satisfactory circulation and profits,

and the Party line WaS assumed to be adequately safeguarded
by his Party membership. But with the onset of industrializa-
tion and collectivization a more emphatic control was asserted
over the press, and thenceforth the choice of editor was de-
termined primarily by Party considerations; the editor's jour-
nalistic abilities, if any, were of secondary importance.
Furthermore, editors were increasingly subjected to interfer-
ence and criticism from numerous official agencies.)

The author believes that it is in the light of existing

Party and g\037verrunent aims, expressed through direct and indi-

rec t contt'ol s, that Soviet nawspapers should be rea\037 and in-

terprt)ted.)))
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INTRODUCTION)

The Soviet press has passed through several fairly dis-
tinct periods which correspond roughly to the main phases of
development exp\037rienced by the country as a whole. The first
period may be called the peri\037d of Civil War and War Communism.
It began with th\037 October Revolution and extended to the adop-
tion of the New Economic Policy (NEP) in 1921. The period was

characterized by the almost complete collapse of organized eco-
nomic activity. The NEP, which lasted until the late 1920's,
was marked by a return to dependence on market relationships in
an attempt to regain production levels of the prewar era. In
1928 the First Five-Year Plan was adopted, calling for central-
ized direction and control of all major spheres of economic
activity, the development of heavy industry and the collectivi-
zation of agriculture. The problems which were created by this
program have continued to the present time, although one may
perhaps speak of a new period in Soviet history following the
death of Stalin in 1953. The characteristic features of each
period were of primary importance in determining the tasks of
the press and the limits within which it was req\037ired to operate.)

-1-)))
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I. THE CIVIL WAR PERIOD)

If one were to use a single w\037rd to describe the Soviet

press--espec1ally the provincial press--during the Civil War,

that word would be agitation. In the West the word used to

designate this concept 1s propaganda. In the U.S.S.R., how-

ever, hpropaganda\" means the scientific elucidation of cer-
tain ideas and theories for popular comprehension. In the
Soviet concept a\037ltatlon 1s based more upon emotional effect,
while propaganda Is based upon logic; propaganda, therefore,
is considered to be a phenomenon cf a higher order, so to
speak, than a\037ltation.

Newspap&rs of the Civil War period were devoted.predom-
inantly to ag\037tation,

and attention was directed toward such
problem\037 as the defeat of the White armies and of Petlyura's
troops;l the stru\037\037le against \"banditry,\" .l.e., against the
many political (and, sometimes criminal) armed peasant detach-

ments which supported Petlyura or Makhnoj2 the fight against
desertions from the Red Army; the campaign for fulfillment of

the food levies (delivery by the peasants of grain and other

farm products to the state); and the effort to reopen the

idle factories and mines in the cities in the Doneta Basin.)

I lived in a small town in the Ukraine at that time in

which two. daily newsp\037pers were published, one Bolshevik and

the other Borotlbist.J The gubernlya revolutionary committee
(the interim government in the region) was composed of three
Bolsheviks, one Communlst-Borct'blst and one left-wing Social-
ist Revolutionary Borrbist,\037 and Was supposedly a coalition)

1. \037emen Petlyura Was a Ukrainian Social Democrat who duringthe Civil \037mr headed an army in conflict with the Soviet Red

Army.)
I)

2. Nestor Makhno was an Anarchist partisan leader wh\037 oper-
ated in the province of Yekater1noslav, first supporting the
Bolsheviks and then turning against them.

3. The Borot'blsty evolved from the left-wll\037 of the Ukrain-
ian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries. Th\037y were joined in
August 1919 by a left-wing group which split off from t\037e
Ukrainian Soc ial Democratic Workers I

Party luerp;1ng wi th the
Communist Party (Bolsheviks) of the Ukraine in March 1920..)

4. The Bor 'blsty were the Ukl\037ain1an bl'S11Cl1 ct' the RusslRn
r f\\ :. t, y (1t' J.e t. t \037Ol! 1 a 1 1 s l n c:\302\273\\.. 0 1 uti 011R 1 :1 '1 e s .)

-2-)))
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of these \037roups. Nevertheless, the Bolshevik p\037per, the or-
Ran of the local commit\037ee of the Ukrainian Communist Party
was regarded as the cfficlal publication of the coalition \037ov-

ernment.)

In addition to these newspapers the Bcr'blsty had a pub-
lication which came out irre\037larly and the Maximalists 5 is-
sued leaflets in conjunction with the Anarchists. Further-
more, there were newspapers and publications throu\037hout the
Ukraine of such groups as the Ukaplsty,6 the lert-wln\037 Bund,

and the Jewish Communist Party.)

Although these publications had different political ori-
entation they all agreed in combating the foes of the new re-
gime. Indeed, the very existence of non-Bolshevik newspapers
was predicated on their loyalty to the Soviet re\037ime. If a

political group came into armed conflict with the government

forces the press of that \037roup went underground. This ha\037

pened several times to the Anarchists.

In this situation the Bolshevik press was assured of a

dominant position, but it had no monopoly and could not pub-
lish obvtously false reports--as was done later. Newspapers
witb different orientations could engage in ideolo\037lcal and

political discussions wit\037 t\037e \037olshevik press and could cor-
rect false reports.)

In addition to tbe press of the gubernlya centers,
newspapers were also published in every povit.7 Thus Q cer-

tain outlying town in the gubernlya had a newspaper which

was the organ of both the district revolutionary committee

(later the executive committee) and the local committee of
the Ukrainian Communist Party. Like its counterpart in the
gubern1ya center it was published partly in Russian and part-
ly in Ukrainian, dependl\037 on the people who worked on it.
Ihe Russian part was edited either by a Russian who had come

into the area or by local Jews. The latter were for the most
part good journalists, a fact which kept even this district

newspaper on a relatively high journalistio plane. The)

5 . E xtremis t \037ocla11st Revolutionaries.

6. The Ukapisty (Ukraln1 !111 COllUlnln{\037t Pa\037ty ) evolved fl'om the
11}(1-a1.11ian \037oc1.al DeJUOCl'atic Workers' Party.)

7. For this and otber special tQ\037m\037, see the Glossary, p. 70.)))
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Ukra1n1R\037 section wag edited by members cf the lccal intelli-

\037ent9ia. F\037r a short time the Bor\037t'b1sty in the town were
able to publish their own newspaper. Later, wh\037n t\037e Bcrct'-

b1sty were merged in the Ukrainian Communist Party, the
\037oint or\037an became the only official publication of the town.
It was published in Ukrainian and edited by a former Bcrot'-
blst, a country schoolteacher who had been an officer in the
war. He replaced the Russian editor, a Jew who had been
\037raduated from the local gymnasium.

Thus at the central or gubern\037ya
level in this area

there were n\037w only two newspapers: that of the central Party
and government \037uthoritles published daily, and a semiweekly
intended for the villages. In addition there was usually a

newsp\037per published in \037ach pcvit center. The pattern of two
newspapers for the guberniya and one for eac\037 povit was typic-
al of the other gubernlyas in the Ukraine.

In 1920 I joined the stafr of the Ukrainian-language
newspaper S elyans'ka bid n ota [The Village Poor], the organ cf

the Ukrain l an C ommunist P artv Central Ccmrelttee in Kharkcv.
The newspaper was \037ublished several times a week. There were
three persons on the editorial staff. Mykhaylo Yalovyl was
the editor, a former Borot'bist, a former student of medicine
and a writer. He was intelligent and gifted, a \037ood newspa-

perman and a brilliant agitator for the rural reader. \037econd

was Mykhaylo Semenko, leader of the Ukrainian school of futur-

ist poets. Among other things he wrote futurist poems for

the village newspaper about the need for dereatin\037 Wr&ngel J

the last leader of the White forces. Although quite young
and inexperienced I was listed as the manag1n\037 editor, and my
c\037ief duty was deliver1n\037 copy tc the printshop on time. I

\037lso helped the editor in his \037eneral duties, but the whole
job to\037k very little time, for the newspaper was co\037posed cf

only two small pages.

In general Soviet newspapers of the Civil War were pro-
duced either by per9\037ns who had been professional journalists
in tsar1st days or by people like myself who became journal-
ists by working for newspapers during and immediately follow-
ing the Revolution. The newspapers published material \037rit-
ten by their regular of rice staff almost exclusively, and
there were no reports from outlyin\037 areas. Qome prominent
political figure ml\302\253ht write articles, however, and occasion-
allv articles from ot\037er newspapers were reprinted.

The Party and the \037oviet re\0371roe influenced 1dealoglcal
supervision of t:1e na\"-\037apO'\037S p\037i:na\0371l:v throup;h t\037e selection
!1rh\037 Of'Tk\0371\0371r_\"jOltts utI editors who were already trained and)))
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tested Party propa\037andists. Every editor was either a member

of the Party or of a government administrative a\037encYJ or was

close to those organizations and attended their meetin\037s.

The editors received copies of the minutes of meetings at
whic\037 important political resolutions were adopted, especial-
ly those which assigned special tasks to the pres8, such as
the publicizing of ordinances on taxln\037 the peasants in
grain and other cOD\037odities or resolutions on t\037e stru\037\037le

against desertion.)

The principal workers in the editorial offices durin\037

the Civil \302\245Iar period were people with prerevolutionary litera-
ry trainin\037. The way in which they worked differed little
from prerevolutionary methods. \037ensational and eye-catching
items were frequently sou\037ht after with resulting irresponsi-
bility and unreliability in reporting. For example, a story
circulated at that time about the newspaper

OdeQskileizvestiya fOdessa News), which had a lar\037e number 0 journal-
\037 the old school. Khristian Rakovski, a high official
\037f the Ukrainian Republic \037overnrnent, was supposed to arrive
in Odessa in 1920 and speak at a meetin\037 of the city soviet on
the international situation. Relations between the Soviet

government and Rumania were strained at that time, \037d Rakov-

ski's speech in Odessa, near the Rumanian border J had been

specially arran\037ed. The meeting of the Odessa \037oviet was

scheduled to begin at 6 p.m., but Rakovski had not arrived by
that time. Without waiting for Rakovski to appear, a report-
er filed a story stating that Rakovski had delivered a major
speech on the international situation in which he stressed
the mutual relations of the \037oviet republics and Rumania.
These relations were characterized by the writer in the <3.p1r-

it of previous statements by the Soviet government with r&

gard to Rumania. The story was printed in the newspaper the

following day, Aven thou\037h Rakovski had not reached Odessa

and had not given the speech.)

Delivery of newspapers was difficult, for railroad serv-
ice was badly disrupted durin\037 this period--a train trip that
normally took twelve hours, for example, took two to three
days. Moreover, there was no bulk mail service. Our newspa-

per went to various a\037ltatlon centers, whlc\037 in turn sent
\037ut co\037ies by special persons to outlyin\037 areas. One such
conter was the agitation train of Gr1\037ori Petrovski, chairman
\037f the All-Ukrainian CentrRl Executive Committee.)

It was a period of widespread economic destruction, and

Kharkov was without fuel, food or streetcars. TIle people cut
down the woods at'ound t\037e citv. rooted out stumps and tried
to keep WSl'm with small stoves. Our editorial offices, to-
\037t't-.l1t\l'") ,,'1t:11 tl10f'C ot' t11e \037\"V01\037'le,lt pap\037l\037 Vistt VUT:::\\1\\ tNews)))
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of thA All-Ukrainian Central Executive Ccmm1ttee], wer\037 on Sumy

\037treet. t\037e ma111 street t which \037ad been renamed Karl LieQ-
knecht \037treet, We occupied the building of t\037e former newspa-

per Yuz\037 1 kra1 (\037out\037ern Land]. The prlntsbop wa\037 also situ-

ated there: \037e elegant building, which had once had a cen-

tral heating system, was now cluttered up with a mass of make-
shift stoves fed with wood or ooal. In the printshop the
resourceful linotype operators had adapted coaJ. stoves in-
stead of electric ones for heating the lead.

The paper used in newspapers at that time was extremely
varied. SOMe issues came out on ordinary newsprint, others
on brown or blue wrappin\037 paper, and some on the coarse p&-

per used for book covers. Paper stocks went primarily to
the pr1ntshopsJ which used them first of all for newspapers
and propaganda material. Because paper supplies were limited
they were used sparingly, and a newspaper was used by the
people not only for reading matter but for many other things
as well.

\302\267)

We received our pay every Saturday (a carry-over from

the Yuz h nyl kra i era). Probablv I received no less than the
editor b ecause ! wrote extensively. My pay was several mil-
lion rubles in paper money, which I immediately spent for a
few dozen c1\037arettes. I receiveD some supplementary wages
which also totaled millions of rubles, but there was no

trade in the oity and no place to spend the money, with the
possible exception of the Bla\037baz (Blagoveshchensk Bazaar),
where a month's pay would b uy a pound of Crimean tobacco or
some food. The bazaar was illegal and was always being broken

up by the militia, which confiscated the w\037reg of bot\037 sel-
lers and purchaser\037 and sometimes even rounded people up to do
various types of forced labor. Nevertheless, an hour or so
after such a dispersal people would always gather again.

I lived on Pushkin .Street in an apartment abandoned bythe ubourp:eo1s1ell
when they fled with the White armies.

There were three others like myself in the room. At first we
had no beds or

bedding and for a long time slept on the floor.
We dressed in whatever we happened to own. Cold weather
would have been a particular hardship on roe had it not been \037

fer the fact that when our editorial offices obtained two new

half-length coats t\037e editor gave one of them to me. It was
a quilted jacket made of some kind of cheap cotton cloth the
color of an army \037oat, but for me it was a great treasure.

At the same time that I \\-'orked in the adi torlal officesI studied at t\037e A\037ade:11V of ':'l1\037oret1cal Kn\037wledp:e, as the
11:J1'-..1:-8-{(,.Yt-:B.e( c.sllc'd in t.hoee days. Lectures there \\\\'ere)))
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given under the same conditions\037-wlth makeshift stoves in the
auditoriums, and with hun\037ry professors and students.

These were the conditions under which the press existed

during the period of War Communism. But all of us who cre-
ated it were young, full of the joy of liv1n\037 and full of
faith in the wonderful future which we felt would certainly
follow the Revolution.)))
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II. THE NEP)

General Condltlo \037

I At the end of 1920 I left Kharkov and moved to the

onets Basin where I engaged in periodical pu\037llcation work.

did not go back to newspaper work until the end of 1921,

hen I returned to I\037arkov and resumed my \037tudies. Then I
ent to work in t\037e same bujldln\037 on Karl L1ebknecht 8treet j

ut no longer for a villa\037e newspaper. This time I was

ired as nl\037ht editor f\037r the government daily Visti VU TsVK .

,ctual1v there was little work for me to do; the pos iTIo n
ad been created for me bv Vasyl' Ellans'kyl (Blakytnyi),
he editor-in-chief, in order to provide some kind of salary.

was soon transferred to day work, a\037aln to a ;ob specially
reated for me--I wa9 supposed to proofread t\037e latest 18-

ues of the paper. In addition I was listed as a reporter
nd was issued credentials for interviewing important state

l\037ures. For some rea\037on, however, the newspaper was no lon\037-

r interested in suc\037 interviews.)

workln\037 day and ni\037ht in the edlt\037rial offices I had a

ood opportunity to view a newspaper under NEP conditions.

hase conditions were entirely different from those of the

receding period. The war was over and the Party had an-

ounced a 11bond\" between the cities and villa\037es, the prole-
ariat and the peasantry. Instead of dispersing the bazaars,
rea trade was allowed, and in place of the slogan \"death to
peculators\" Lenin launched the slogan \"learn to trade1\"
rade flourished, and social and economic contrasts devel-
ped as a result. The country as a whole was still in ruins,
un\037ry and weak, and because of t\037e fantastic volumes of pa-
er money bein\037 printed and the extreme shortage of goods,
he value of the currency continued its preclpitcus decline.

e no longer rece1ve\037 our pay from the editorial offices in
ll1ions but in billions of rubles--my first pav envelope
ontained ),230,730,000 rubles. But in spite of the fact
hat my three billion rubles would scarcely buy anything, the
ork1n\037 people now appeared to be more prosperous than during
he period of War Communism.)

The editorial offices also operated under better condi-
ions. True, their qU81.ters were still heated bv makeshift

toves and people sat in coats, but the newspaper now came

ut on \"lt1 to T\"4'11\037'.1' DI)\\] waS' dtfltl.1m.1teJ by mail over the rail-
\\)n,i\037 .,)

-8-)))
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While the newspapers of the NEf period were similar to
those of the old regime in outward appearance, there was a
vital change in their content. Althou\037h the newspa\037ers re-

mained primarily a\037itat!\037nal
in nature their emphasis shifted

frcm Itfronts\" and strup:\037lesn to a simpler support cf the new

ways of life that followed War Communism. Instead of fiery
articles calling people to arms or visions cf the dlst\037nt fu-

ture, the newspaper turned to concerns of the present. Arti-
cles on topics of the day, sketches, local reports, feuille-
tons, court and criminal reports appeared. Beg1nn1n\037 in
1922 Ostap Vyshnya, one of t\037e most popular Soviet writers of
feuilletons dea11n\037 with the darker sides of \037oviet life, de-

veloped his style under the newspa?er Vistl VU.r'3VK .

In time this and other newspapers began to publish
sketches of new develo\037rnents in the Soviet countryside, ccn-
trast1n\037 the new with vest1\037es of the old, notinF, for exam-

ple, the presence of an orphanage, sanatorium or \037cmmune on

what had once been a wealthy landowner's estate, or noting
hew several families were build1n\037 a new way of life in an
agricultural commune.

Naturally the newspapers abounded in recollections of
the Civil War, but the all-toe-unattractive reality of War

Communism wa\037 now idealized: there had been neither Nepmen
1

nor homeless waifs dur1\037 the Civil War pericd, and all

roads had led to a wonderful future, to the \"commune just
ever the horizon.\" Romanticism became the fashion and \03711ght

from every-day life became. universal. Even writers hostile
to the Soviet regime wrote extensively of the past, especial-
ly the Civil War period. It should be noted, however, that
each writer described this past in his own way. Complete
freedom for the writers reigned in belles-lettres at t\037at

time as lon\037 as the writer did not overstep the boundary be-

tween literature and politics.)

Effects of Party Control
_____ __ ..d)

The content of most \037ovlet newspapers, even dur1n\037

their best period, the NEP, was entirely different from t\037at

of the competit\037ve press of the wast. A number of 1n\0371\0379n\037es)

1 . rhl s t erm was applied to those who resumed comme\037c1al \037\037&d-

1n\037 operations in the earlv 1Q20's. Althou\037h they were in-
strumental in revl\0371ng \037conom10 activity, many peoplp re\037ard-
ed them as p\037ofiteers.)))
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caused the press to be weak by western standerds. One was

Party control which, although relatively mild compared to

that of a later period, nevertheless left its mark. It was

reflected first of all in the fact that the Soviet newspaper

never took the stand of impartial observer but rather ccn-
tinue\037 to be primarily interested in agitation for the su\037

cess of the various goals of the Party and government. This

tendeRcy was evident not only in simple sketches of life but

pven in articles describing daily events. Furthermore, the
a\037ltation was based not on facts but on exhortation and

threats of coercion, notwlthstandin\037 the fact that \037hurnallst
[Journalist], the Moscow-published \037rgan for Soviet newspaper-
men, maintained that the best agitation was that which is

based on facts. Zhurnalist cited interesting examples from

the Western pres\037\037 by mere reportln\037 of the facts

the newspaper a\037itated more effectively than if it had resort-

ed to noisy threats in editorials.)

There was another aspect of Party control which weak-
ened the press durin\037 this period. While the Communists were
united amon\037 themselves with re\037ard to the non-tarty element
on the newspaper staffs, differences wit\037ln the Party were
reflected in the editorial offices. The discussion on state
and Party policy begun by Trotsky in 1923 won a lar\037e segment

of the Party to his side, and althou\037h members did not wish
the details nf this discussion disclosed outside the Party,

the Party press could not, of course, remain aloof from the

discussion. In 1924 Trotsky's Lessons of O ctober and his
criticism of the Party apparatus were p Ub l l shed, following
which his opponents published statements of their views in
the Party newspapers. In particular, Pravda printed a suc-

cession of anti-Trotsky articles and statements by Zinoviev,
Bukharln, Kamenev, Stalin and others. The discussion dealt
primarily with ideas and concepts, and a \"conspiracy of si-
lence\" on the part of all Communists continued to exist in re-
\037ard to facts. For example, the press never printed anything
about the conference held in Moscow by commissars of Red Army

divisions who demanded of Trotsky that he seize power and who

promised to support him. 2 Trotsky was defeated in this dis..
pute largely beca\037se Stalin was able to line up the entire
Party apparatus a\037ainst him. Stalin presented the case as if
the strugqle against Trotsky involved not only his ideologic-
al opponents but the entire Party as well--especially its

machinery and press. People who worked on the Party commit-
tees and newspapers, regardless of their personal convictions,)

: . S ee--l1eS Wl c 1
{, W ill1Aln, I Dreamt R evolut1'on , Chicago, Henry

!1cp;n p ry Co., 1952, pp. 5 C) -=60 , 69 , 165 .)))
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faced dismissal unless they combated
\"TrQts\0371sm.h

And if an

\037d1tor too'\037 a clear stand in suuport of tAe 'opposition U
he

was often dismissed. \037uch, for example, was the fate of Kurs,
the editor of the newspaper \037ovetskaya \037lblrl l'\037ov1et Sibe-
ria).

.)

There were also cases in which individual newspapermen
cooperated with the opposition in a manner difficult for the
editor to detect. For example, a member of the staff of
Kommunlst , the orr'an of the Ukrainian Communist Party Cen-

tra l C ommittee, helped an unemployed Trotskyite by placing
in the newspapers his articles stressing t\037e low earnings of
\037oviet workers (a feature of Trotsky's argument), Similar
cases occured in Odessa.)

There was no opportunity fer ideological and political
deviation on the part of \037ovlet newspapers from the \037eneral
Party line other than that just described. Hence the Party
did not need to direct the press beyond selectln\037 editors.
The Propaganda and Agitation Department of the Ukrainian Com-
munist Party Central Committee handled this selection for
the Ukraine. Later, at the end of the 19201S, the sub-depart-
ment for the preRs under the Propaganda and Agitation De-
partment was reorRanized as an independent department. Edi-
tors which it selected had to be approved by the Organiza-
tional Bureau of the Central Committee. The formation of a
separate pres\037 department under the Central Committee signified
in\037reased supervision of the press by the Party apparatus. Such
a move was completely understandable because the strug\037le be-
tween the intra-Party factions became intensified towards the
end of the 1920's, and\037those in control cf the Party appara-
tus were consolidating their position.)

Effects of Government Control)-)

Government control was carried out thrcu\037h the Central

Press Administration of the Ukrainian Republic \037Pecple's Com-

missariat of Education. Later this body was called the
Main Administration for Literary Affa\037rs and Publlshinp or
the Ukrair11an Administration for L1 terary .\037ffalrs and Pub-
lishing. In the outlying areas its branches were designated
administrati\037ns. Without the signatures of these \037ensors no-

thing could be printed. E\037ery newspaper had to \037arry a line
at the bottom of the page givin\037 its authorizat1\037n nw\037ber.

Editors were more directly responsible and influential in the
publishing of the papers then the censors, however, so that
cont1'ol by the admin1stratton was only formal. The ed1 t\\:>rlal
Ofl' j ..-:e s ilnply inserted a rout1:1d censorship number at the be t-
t\037\037nl of the pa\037e. \037C'ITJetlme3, it is true, the n\037ads of the)))
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administration tried to exert their authority, but in general

they were content to exercise only formal control, feeling
that any serious errors would be charged to the editors rath-.
er than to them.

By the end of the lQ20's the press began to receive di-

rectives concerning the type of information which could be

printed. In 1929, for example, the newspaper Kommunlst,

which received economic reports from.RATAU (Ukrainian R adio

Telegraphic \037ency), began to receive instructions on handling
the releases--for ex\037\037le, prohibiting any mention of Soviet

grain exports. These instructions were usually concerned

with economic matters, . and were sometimes given in the body
of the text of a release. They were unsigned. so that it was

i\037osslble to know who had originated them. It was certain J

at any rate, that they were issued not by the Party but by
the \037overnment--probablv by the People IS Commissariat of For-

ei\037n Trade through the Main Administration for Literary Af-

fairs and Publishing. These were the first portents of bu

reaucratic control of the press. Later this control spread,
though not necessarily through written instructions. It was
carried out by various methods, especially throURh the so-
called \"Review of the Press\" departments in the newspapers,
in which a higher-echelon newspaper (such as an oblast news-
paper) would publish a critical review of a lower (ra1on)
newspaper. This was called \"Bolshevik guidance of the press\"
in the language of the Party officials.

An interesting manifestation of growing control of the
press was the disappearance in the early 1930's of newspaper
advertising. During the NEP period both\037advertlsements and
private notices appeared regularly. Newspaper advertisements

were solicited fr\037m the trade organizations by special agents
of the publishing houses on a commission basis. The agents
were often resourceful individuals who managed to cheat both
the publishing houses and the trade organizations. The new
emphasis on the development of heavy industry under the First
Five-Year Plan and the concomitant scarcity cf consumer goods
meant the end of the need for advertisln\037 by the trade organi-
zations. Private announcements in the \037ress continued fer

some time, however, People announced l'cst articles, changes

of name, inquiries, the death of relatives, etc. Editorial
offices were not responsible for the content of such announce-
ments. Naturally, the editors were not completely indifferent
to advertisements and announcements printed in their paper,

and as Q rule they did not allow material to be printed which

detracted from the rather severe tone of the Communist press
in general. For eX8Iuple, such things as wedding announcements

were conf\\1dered bAnal in official .Soviet opinion, and as such

wel'\037 not pz-.1l1t.od.)))
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In the early 1930'
s, however, private announcements at-

tracted the attentiol1 of the GP1J and eventually they disa.p-
peared fronl the Soviet press entirely. The GPU, it seems,
fe.ared that oppo\0371tion grt)ups might make use ()f 1nnocuous-

lool<lng \"private
II

annr'11ncements tr) communica.'ce enccded direct-
ives to their members.)

Another aspect of govermnent control was the Monopoly

of foreign and domestic news. The provincial \037ress received

news of the rest of tne country and the outside world through
TA\037\037 (Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union) and RATAU. At

the beginning of the NEP period both TASS and the Soviet news-
paper\0371 own foreign correspondents abroad supplied interna-
tinnal news. In the 1920's the Moscow newspapers were not

the only ones allowed to have their own forei\037n correspond-
ents. For example, the Ukrainian newspaper\037 had corr\037spond-
ents in European capitals. In 1929, however, the ne\037spapers

of Kharkov, the capital, no longer had their own foreign cor-

respondents. The reas\037n was not so much political as finan-
cial: tne PeoQlels Commissariat of Finance stopped issuing
the news?apers foreign currency for maintaining foreign cor-
respondents. At that time the yearly foreign currency defi-
cit in the U.\037.S.R. was very large. The state needed large
sums for industrial imports and currency allocations for the

presR were cut.Vec herniye izvestiya [Evenin\037.News] in Odessa
continued for a \037 me to have its own correspo\037ent in Berlin.
This was made possible by an arrangement whereby his fees
were paid in \037oviet currency to his parent\037 who still resid-
ed 11.1 Odessa. Later political reasons undoubtedly were the
prime cause of the elimination of all foreign correspondents
\037xcept those of Pravda and Izvest1ya .

Even the correspondents who remained abroad stopped
supplying original repcrts; thus TA\037S became a monopoly for
foreign news. The foreign correspondents could only enlarge
upon TA\037\037 reports and later could supply political sketches
from the area\037 where they were \037tationed. But they could not
file original reports which might contradict those supplied
by TAS\037; they merely supplemented them. This 1s no accident.
Even at tne end of the 1920's Soviet journa11\037ts were aware
that foreign news was c\037reful1y censored by TA\037\037 in Moscow
and everyone knew of persons who had lost their jobs as TA\037\037

reporters because they had filed certain reports improperly.

Thus foreign reports wore strictly censored even in the
late 1920's. It \037\"as just at this period that sales of for-
c1\037n new8paperA were stopred in the U.S.\037.R. The theory ap-
parently was th3t foreign correspondents would report on all
ne \\.J S',,\"Ol. tl1Y S\\ \\ 1-).1 eo t s to 1'10 sco,.z, whe 2\"e the cen sar S '4ould e d i t
t11A HJAterinl l'or domestic d1stI\037ibution. Rut in the 1930 IS,)))
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especially during the period when Yezhov was head of the

NKVD (1937-1938), oorrespondents were extremely hesitant to
re\037ort on everything, for fear some information would be re-
garded as \"counterrevolutionary.\" Authentic information

could only come through the channels of the Ministry of For-

eign Affairs. TASS had to engage in propaganda even in
handling foreign reports.

Kharkov newspapers obtained all their foreign and domes..

tic news through RATAU. In the capital RATAU had a special
machine which received all foreign and domestic (Soviet)

news from TASS in Moscow. RATAU retyped this material, ad-
ded its own news for the Ukraine and sent it out to all Khar-

kov newspapers. The situation was different with regard to
news services for the more outlying newspapers. Odessa, for
example, received TA\037S material by radio. Special radio
technicians worked in the editorial offices and both TASS

and RATAU had special hours for radio broadcasts. Later
there were special broadcasts for district papers. This sys-
t\037m exists even now, although the broadcasts are now differen-

tiated and controlled even more carefully.)

In addition to current news RATAU supplied the provin-
eial press with sketches and literary articles. It issued
regular installments of various types of material from which
the provincial newspapers could reprint reports, stories and

novelettes, poems and other material. The material was writ-
ten especially for such publications and could not be printed
elsewhere first. It could, however, be reprinted from the
RA'rAU collec tions by several newspapers at the same time. It
was for this reason that only the district newspapers in re-
mote rural regions used such collections. Newspapers of such

provincial centers as Poltava, Zhitomlr or Kremenchug prefer-
red to print original material rather than material carried
in other newspapers.)

Reporting

Another cause of weakness of the Soviet press during
the NEP period was the lack of competent reporting. There
were three basic reasons for this situation. First, it was
imprudent for a report&r to search for news, since its poses-
sion might prove dangerous. Guarded facts were often politi-
cal facts, the handling of which required great care if one
were not to be suspected of anti-Party or anti-government
bias. Furthermore, there was a separate department of Party
news on each newspaper staffed by Party members which had \037x-

clI1.?1'.te rights in determining what should be known about the)))
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Party. As a rule practically all events of ln\037ortance within

the Party were kept from the public eye.

A second cause of weak reporting was that the influen-
tial Party department on each newspaper considered its task
to be serving not the reader but the Party apparatus from
which it received its orders. The members of this depart-
ment often looked with scorn on their colleagues in other de-
partments even though the latter were usually far better

1ourna11sts. News as such was of little interest to the Par-

ty departments unless it could serve their current agltation-
al line. They reported not the true situation, but rather
what they wished the situation to be, citing facts only to il-

lustrate their didactic commentaries.)

A third reason for the weak state of reportin\037 was that

most of the practicing journalists lacked special training.
Such training did not exist in tsarist Russia, while the \037o-

viet schools had not yet reached the point where they could

train their own journalists. The education of journalists
during the NEP was extremely varied, but for the most part
none of them had completed their hi\037her education. They were
people who had gone into journalism from other fields with a
gymnasium education or, at most, some courses at a university.
Some combined the practice of journalisM with studies in a

higher school. There was a case in Kharkov in which an \037xpari-
anced reporter who was simultaneously studying law left jour-
nalism upon graduation from law school and began to work as a

lawyer at a lower salary. At another time he might have

stayed in journalism, but during the period under discussion

newspaper reporting offered little intellectual interest,
while editorial work paid badly and was reserved primarily
for members of the Party.)

As a young newspaperman working under these conditions
I was particularly impressed by a story told by a prerevolu-
tionary journalist Velichko (a pseudonym, I believe), who
used to write on fore1\037n affairs for Visti VUTsVK . He told
a group of us joung journalists that in 1915 , when he was dip-
lomatic correspondent for the St. Petersbur\037 newspaper

Birzheviye vedomosti [Stock Exchan\037e News], he chanced to
meet a secr\037the American Embassy in a restaurant.
'\037lle havinR a drink with the secretary he learned that a

peace proposal was apparently going to be put forth by the

United Rtates. When he returned home at three in the \037ornin\037

he went to bed but could not get to sleep, wondering what was

really happ\037ning. Finally he had an idea and telephoned the

embassy secretary: \"Listen, I'm going to file a story about

President Wilson's note for tomorrow's pap\037r.\" The secretary)))
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answered, \"My God don't rush things like that. Minister Iz-
vol sky h9.sn't rec\0371ved the note yet.\" The

n\037xt
day B1rzh\037-

Vita
vedomost1 carried the banner

head11\037e

U.\037. Pr eslden t

W son P roposes Peace to Warrln\037 rowers. The newspaper

sold an extra hundred thousand copies that day.

We Soviet Journalists had never exper:J.enced anything
like that. Such an episode was somethln\037 from the exotic
past for us.

In contrast to such news coverage, the non-Party jour-
nalists of the NEP period, especially the reporters, slmp 1r
tried to write what their Cororounlst superiors demanded of
\037hem. They rapidly lost interest in competing for news and

9ven agreed not to compete. They were encouraged in this at-
titude by the view of the Communist editors that competition
was evil in itself, a vestl\037e of bourgeois journalism. To

the non-Party reporters the Communist directors of the newspa-
pers left the very modest and unlnterestln\037 role of providing
gcvernment and local news. In this atmosphere a feel1\037 of

solidarity and a need for agreement soon arose. In Kharkov,

for example, a \"reporters' trust\" WaS formed. The trust Was
conceived w\037en reporters from various Kharkov newspapers
ceased to look on themselves as competitors for news. It

soon adopted specialization of labor. The reporters allotted
\"spheres o\037 influence\" BJT1on'l themselves: one would \037et infor-

mation from the People's Commissariat of Education, another
from tl1e People' s COIrJlP]lssariat of Workers t . and Peasants' Il1spection
or the cooperatives, a third froM t\037e Procurator's office,
and so on. When all the information was shared at the end of
the day eac\037 reporter had competently gathered material from
all aspect! of public life.)

.When published the material supplied by members of the
fttrustU varied only in t!le manner in which it was presentedin the various newspapers. The editors cared little whether

K\037\037\037 1st carried the 9\037\037e reports as Kharklvs'kyl prole tar
TXh a\037 k \0377 Proletarian], for the expenses of the newspaper or
the profits of the \037ubll!hl\037 house did not depend on ori\037l-

nal1ty of treatment. The editors were held responsible onlyfor the political line of their papers. Ordinarily they were
alao interested in seeln2 that the

newspapers were readable
and 1ntere\037t1n\037, but improvements in the newspapers' contents
were not re\037ard\037d as part of the task of reporting t\037e news.

Newapqpers could be improved by the inclusion of feul11etons,

articles, sketch&!, cartoons, and theater reviews. Even court
\037er/Jrt8 SOMetimes had value as psycholo\0371cal sketches. News

a2 \037JC\037, hvw\037'l\037r, continued to decrease in importance and with
1\037 th\037 job of the reporter. Toward the end of the \037\037p period)))
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the task of supply1n\037 information from state and public life
passed from tbe reporters to RATAU, which had previously sup-

plied information only from the provinces.

The ag1tational orlentat\037on of \037ovlet newspapers and
their loss of interest in strictly informative material re-
sulted in the situation that many extremely lnterestln\037

events and phenomena in Soviet life were not covered in the

newspapers. Thus, for example, the newspapers completely
overlooked such an interesting development as the re-emer-
gence of the private sector of the Aconomy, especially the
markets. Young reporters for the most part avoided the sub-
ject of \"Nepmen\" and restricted themselves to mention1n\037 it
only in exposures and in charges made in feuilletons. In
1924, for example, a trust3 in Kharkov disposed of valuable

stocks and a private broker who negotiated the transfer with,
another trust received thousands of rubles worth of provi-
sions in payment. The operation WRS entirely unnecessary: to
bring two trusts together did not require any such payment.
The broker was tried and condemned to be shot, but the press
only carried warnings to the \"Nepmen\" should similar situa-
tions arise in the future. There was no dispassionate analy-
sis of the situation, no obiective description of the per-
sons involveo, and no real economic conclusions. Ruch con-

clusions were, of course, drawn by eco\037omlc agencies but not
in the press and not with the help of the public. Press cov-

era\037e of this type may be attributed not only to the antago-

nism felt by the Party for the \"petty bourgeois\" element, but

perhaps also to the fact that it was a period when the new
Soviet government was dealing with critical situations daily.
Perhaps all of us were too concerned with the 1\037ed1ate prob-
lems to have the necessary perspective to determine what was

significant in the way of news and what was not.)

So-called market committees or as\037ociatlons of private
merchants in the bazaars existed in t\037e lar\037e cities during
the NEP period. They were formed to help the financial in-
spectors collect taxes from the merchants, but t\037ey also func-

tioned as a kind of protective society for the \"Nepmen,\"

whose civil rights were limited. Some people considered
these associations dangerous to the \037overnment; if so, they
should have been carefully described and analyzed in the

press. Actually, however, the press i\037ncred them. The odi-
tors turned away because they did not realize the need for)

j . \037ta e n us r al enterprise\037 were grouped in trusts which,

unlike the individual factories, were considered juridical
r'ersons.)))
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studyln\037 the phenomenon, and the reporters overlooked it be-
cause they were afraid of becoming involved even by simply

\037

reporting the situation.)

Worker and Peasant Correspondents

A prominent feature of the Soviet press dur1n\037 the ear-

ly 1920's was the worker and peasant oorrespondent movement

which played an unusually important role in Soviet political,
economic and cultural life. Essentially the movement was an
attempt to bring

the press into intimate contact with the
masses so as to enable it, as an instrument of Party and gov-
ernment policy, to influence and reflect public opinion mere
effectively.)

In every country, probably,
the press receives com-

plaints from its readers about the irregularities, injustices
and oppression they suffer at the hands of the administration
or of influential individuals, together with requests for
help or advice. \037uch correspondence was common dur1nr the
NEP. During this period, the Party instructed the press tc

soek out and expose shortcornln\037s in the state administrative

apparatus, and the \037ov1et press began almost instinctively to
use complaints from readers for this purpose. At the same

time the teople's Commissariat of Workers' and Peasants' In-

spection received lnstructicns to investigate complaints in
the newspapers, and the Procurator's office was also drawn
into the matter. Departments called \"Follow-ups on Corres-

pondents' Reports\" appeared in the newspapers in which such
matters were reported as the reprimand, dismissal or trial
of negligent bureaucrats to whom attention had been called by

readers' letters. Readers saw that their reports were play-
ing an important role, and a flood of letters streamed into
the

newsftapers.
Among the letter writers were special \"com.

plainers about public affairs, people who began to write r\037g-

ularly tc the. newspapers and who thus became fairly regular
correspondents. They were called rabkor (abbrev1at1\037n for

\"worker correspondent\") or eel 'kor- ( abbreviation for \"peas...
ant correspondent

ll
). Ever y-n ewspaper during the NEF period

had a network of such local correspondents who increased in

number as the newspaper paid more attention to their reports.
(Another reason for the popularity of the movement, it should

be noted, was the fact that the volunteers were paid ro\037 their

contributions.) In fact, local reports were so im?ortant at
times that the work of the newspaper correspondent became un-

safe. The exposers cf wrongs and abu8ds became very unpopu-
lar with tll0se exposed. \037ome correspondents were \037arasBed,
ct!1c)rs wer\037 attacked, and 801M were even murdered. Buch mur-
n\037rs b\037(,ll\037 so frdqu\03711t that there WB.S a sa t i!'ical \\Cerse sung)))
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:...)

on the Soviet stage about the
subje\037t\"

\"'Nhat is written with a pen
Cannot be hacked away with an ax.

[Nevertheless] a sel'kor wrote with a pen
And was hacked to.<rei'trlwith an ax.\

One such murder was that of Hryhorl Malynovs'kyi,.\037

pea\037ant correspondent for the newspaper Che\037vony! Mykolay1v
LRed NlkolayevJ. Malynovs'kyi, who had wr[tten severa l arti-
cles exposing administrative abuses in the village of Dy-
movka, was killed by a group headed by the secretary of the
Party cell, Popandopulo, and including the head of the vil-
lage soviet and two militiamen. During the trial the de-
fendant Popandopulo maintained that Malrnovs'kyi had been a

kulak and a member of a \"Petlyura band, '
while the state

made a similar char\037e about the defendant.

On the surface it would seem that in sending in

\"exposes\" of the secretary of a Communist cell, the head of

the village soviet, and other locally prominent officials,
Malynovs'kyl was attackimg the Party and government leader-
ship in the village. But this obviously was not the case,
for he was in fact seeking correction of abuses through an ac-
cepted medium. Popandopulo and his adherents, however, took
an entirely different view of the matter. Thev considered
themselves the victors in the Civil War and viewed their ac-
tions in the village as the continuation of what they had done
at the front. They regarded Malynovs'kyl as a defender of ku-
laks and the printing of his reports in a Soviet newspaper\" as
a gross error, the use of a Communist medium of expression
against Communism by a \"class enemy.\" The public prosecutor
at the trial, Sosnovskl, wrote a pamphlet after the trial in
which he pictured Popandopulo as a crude and fanatical adher-
ent \037f Bolshevik Party loyalty, as that word was interpreted
in the period of 1,'ar Corrnnunlsm. Trotsky wrote an effective
article on the Case in the press in which he spoke out against
\"criminal plotters\" who had \"lost contact with the people\"

and had as a resul t actually oppressed the people of the vl1-.

lap;es.)

The Malynovs'kyl trial showec that the worker and

peasant correspondents, particularly the latter (because
there were More administrative abuses in the villages) were
by the very course of events pitted against the Bolshevik
administration and placed on the side of those who suffered,
a group which was composdd primarily of the strata of the
pop1\\lat.ton which '..rare most prosperous and in peneral most
\0371ost11e to the Soviet regime. A curious result of this)))
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situation was the penetration of members of these strata in-
to the peasant correspondent movement. Hence it was claimed
that the \"kulaks\" were infiltrating the peasant correspondent
movement in order to compromise Party and Soviet officials

through the medium of the press. Perhaps it was for this rea-
son that most of the peasant correspondents used pseudonyms

which the editorial offices were not allowed to reveal. Let-
ters from village correspondents would evoke a response from
the administration, which would often write that such an
article was not true, that it was kulak slander. The edi-
torial offices would check on the article through the work-
ers' and peasants' inspection system and sometimes through
the Procurator's of rice. If it were found that the report
was false the newspaper would no longer publish articles by
that particular peasant correspondent, and if his article was
malicious slander he might even be brou\037ht to trial.

In general it is true that many of the peasant corres-
pondents were persons from strata of the population which
were hostile to the Soviet regime. The participation of

these persons in the peasant correspondent movement, however,

probably had positive value for the Party and government.
Hostile correspondents were diligent complainers about admin-
istrative abuses and therefore served best to correct abuses

which would weaken the regime.)

The
Evenin\037 Newspaper

Ther\037 was one type of Soviet newspaper in which news

as such continued to have a dominant place--the evening news-

paper. Such newspapers existed in Moscow and Leningrad, and

perhaps in Tbil1si and Rostov. They were also to be found
in the three largest cities of the Ukraine: in Kharkov it
was Ve chlrnye radio [Evenln\037 Radio], in Kiev Vechi rni Kiy1v
[Evenl ng gl ev] and in Odessa Vecherniye 1zvest1ya \037 ening

News]. Such papers existed in those places where newspaper

standards had been relatively high even before the Revolution.
They were, and perhaps still are, the only newspapers in the
U.S.\037.R. affected to a minimum degree by Party action, i.e.,
subordination to the aims of Party propeganda. And precise-
ly because they encouraged the hunt for news, the evening
newspapers were the most readable. They were the onlv ones
which did not require a subsidy (although they often re-
ceived one) and which even made profits for their publishers;
they paid the bast wages to their staffs, which were primari-
ly made up of reporters.)

The even1nR newspaper was not a creation of the Party
but a cOllc\037\037sion by the Party to the people. In general,)))
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although no one regarded these papers as a serious contribu-
tion to culture, because of the considerable amount of light
material they printed, and although Party leaders officially
scorned them, their dlsappearanee.from the social scene

would have been considered by a\037l as an irreparable loss.

Despite numerous attacks by Party ascetics on the evening

newspapers, which were never \037et with logical counter-argu-
ments, they were never abolished. \"Opportunism\" obviously

gained the upper hand over Party principles in this matter,
and Odessans, including Party members, held firm for their
evening newspaper.

Odessa's Vec herniye izv estlya had unique features of
its own, just as-h as Odess a-l tse l f. The city had once been

the liveliest port in hussia, with stron\037 international ties.

Many Odessans, mainly Jews, had gone out to all parts of the

globe--to New York, Palestine, Argentina, Europe, Africa,
Australia, Asia. Yet Odessans, no matter where they are, re-
main Odessans all their lives. This patriotic feeling found

expression first of all in the fact that the world over they
were regular subscribers to Od esskiye izvest\037 . When in
the late 1920's the language \037 n wh i ch Odessk i\037 lzvestiya

was published was changed from Russian to Ukra in ian and em-

phasis shifted from reporting of social to political news,

practically all Odessans abroad switched to Vecherniye iz -
vestlya .

They were not so much interested in political news
as in the minute details of Odessa life: well-known streets,
shops, and the names in announcements and ordinary news.
items. Subscriptions were received in all the currencies of

the world. It was the only newspaper in the U.S.S.R. which

brought the state more foreign currency than Moscow's Pravda
and

l\037vestila

. And the Odessa citizens in charge of Vecher -

niIe
zvest\037 felt their duty to their countrymen throug\037

au t h e worra-and deliberately wrote to appeal to their feel-
ings for Odessa. For example, one could often find in Ve -

cherniye izvestiya (and also, in the Ukrainian-language
Chornomor s

' ka komuna rBlack Sea Commune) death notices such
as t b e f o iI\"OW lng:

\"

Housing Cooperative 1712 sadly announces
the death of Ibram Isakovych Shapiro, the oldest resident in
our buildin\037.\

Because it was so well received by its readers, Vecher -

nile
izve\037t \037L\037

was very stron\037 financially. It had its own

pr ntshop with 350 employees, 60 of whom worked in the news-
paper shop; the rest of the printshop carried out private
printing orders (blank forms, questionnaires, ledgers, etc.).
Such wcrk we\037 very profitable for the newspaper. -In addi-
tion, it received subsidies issued under. the regulations set
forth b\037 tho Odessa Executive Committee and the Ukrainian
COUI1C1.1 of People's Commissars. The editorial office)))
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diligently collected these subsidies although it I1tArally
did not know what to do with the money. The master of the
entire enterprise was not the publisher, as WaS the case be-
fore the Revolution and as is true today in the West, but

,. \"
(the editor-in-chief. In general, the 'publisher the pub-

lishing house) in the Soviet press is entirely subordinated
to the editor of the newspaper, who himself controls and ap-
points the directors of the publishing houses. Only in the
book publishing houses 1s the editor subordinate to the di-
rector of the publishing house. Even there, however, the edi-

tors are not selected by the director but by the Party Cen-
tral Committee.)

The head of the Izvestlya Publishing House asked the
editor a number of times what he should do with the money.

The .amount of the surplus was the secret of the editorial of-

fices, and here the Party and non-Party personnel of the edi-
torial office were in complete agreement: nowhere did they
announce that the editorial offices ha\037 large surplus funds

running into the tens of thousands of rubles. From the pre-

sent-day point of view this seems incredible: the state was

in acute need of resources for rebuilding the economy while
a Party agency had tens of thousands of idle rubles, a fact
which was known even by t\037e superior Party committee. But it
was a time when enterprises still enjoyed autonomy and had
not yet been placed under strict financial control. An en\037

terprlse with plenty of money was still considered a good en-
terprise. By 1931, however, I heard more than once the com-

plaint of the non-Party director of the publishing house of an

Odessa newspaper that it was no longer possible to draw edi-

torial office funds freely from the bank account, that the
bank now had control over the use of the money, etc. Thus

the idle funds of the Odessa publishing house probably re-
mained in the state's hands.)

The publishing house planned to purchase several auto-

mobiles, a villa outside the city for starr members' vaca-

tions, and other things of this kind. These plans were never
carried out, however. The only thing on which the editorial
offices could use money sensibly was the payment of advances
to writers and artists. For literary works (poems, stories,

excerpts from novels, sketches, etc.), they would advance as

much as 20,000 rubles.)

Structure and Professional Orientation of NewBE!Pers

The typical structure of mo'st large daily Soviet news-

papers in the 1920.s was as follows. In charge was an

e;d 1. t.ol a-1.n-chief or respons i ble ad! tor. He was often simply)))
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called the editor, because Soviet newspapers do not nave
editors for special departments as do Western newspapers. Be-

low the editor oame the assistant editor and the managing

editor. Outlyln\037 newspapers did not have a special assist-
ant editor, the job being handled by the managing editor.
The editor wrote most of the editorials and other articles,
approved

and sometimes copyread articles sent into the edi-
torial offices, read the galleys of proofs, issued assign-
ments to the depar\037ments, and represented the newspaper in
dealing with Party and government institutions. Usually the
editor was a member of the institution of which the paper was

the organ. Thus, Vasyl' Ellans'kyi, the editor of Vlst1
VUTs VK, was a member of the All-Ukrainian Central Executive
C omm it tee, while Kommunl st was edited by one of the members
of the Politburo of the \037 ralnlan Communist Party. Llfsh1ts,
the editor of Robitnycha hazeta proletar [Proletarian Work-

ers' Gazette], was a member of tne All-Ukrainian Council of

Trade Unions, the organization for which this newspaper was
the official organ.

It was the assistant editor of the newspaper who actu-

ally managed the newspaper. He wrote editorials and other
articles, read copy on articles sent to the editorial of-
fice, managed the departments, and set the fees paid for ma-

terial. The managing editor helped the assistant editor,
took care of distribution and dealt with the printshop, de-
livering copy and obtaining the galleys in return. For the

latter task he had a full time messenger. The managing edi-

tor was the main administrator of the editorial offices--he
handled personnel problems, supervised the women linotype
\037perators in the prlntshop, and was in charge of stylistic

editing. He was always the most overworked person on the

staff; in large editorial offices he had an assistant who

was called either the technical manager or the office mana-

ger. This assistant relieved the managln\037 editor of admini-
stative and technical duties so that he could devote more
time to strictly editorial work.)

Next came the heads cf the depa\037tments. The interna-

tional news department during the NEP period and even during
collectivization was usually headed by a non-Party journal-
ist, because a knowledge of foreign languages was required
and Party journalists who knew foreign languages went into
more responsible diplomatic work. Later, when TASS began to

monopolize and retain exclusive rights to all foreign news,

and when articles on foreign news were supplied by profession-
al writers in such agencies as the Commis\037arlat of Foreign.
Affairs, the Com1ntern, the forel\037n department\037 of the.Cen-
tral C,oY1)lnlttde of the Conunun1st Party, the Central Council of)))
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Trade Unions, or the NKVD, knowledge of foreign languages
ceased to be necessary even on Pravda .' s staf-r. The Party de-
partment of the newspaper played an important role only in
Party newspapers during the NEP period, and even then occu-
pied second place in terms of the amount of material it actu-
ally published. The economics depart\037ent provided news and
articles on economics. Later, after the NEP period, a sepa-
rate agricultural department was formed, and the economics

department became the department of industry and transporta-
tion. The department of culture and the arts prepared re-
views of theater productions and motion pictures, etc.

Considerable space was set aside for the local affairs

department which published material on local life and life
in the province. This department was the most apolitical of
all, and was usually headed by a non-Party person who was an
experienced journalist. Lastly, there was the correspondence

department or, as it was later called, the worker and peasant

correspondent department.)

In the trade newspapers the division into departments

and their importance differed according to the nature of the

newspaper. Thus, for example, the lar\037est department of the
trade union organ was the work1n3 conditions department,
while the economics newspaper U k\037\0372\037srkyl ekonomist [Ukrain-
ian Economist], organ of the Uk r airlian Supreme C ounc 11 of
National Economy, had s\037parate departments for various
branches of the economy such as industry, transportation and

cooperatives.)

Most Soviet newspapers during the NEP period were sub-
sidized by the government. The editors' wages and bonuses
were controlled, so that no one had any incentive to sell
his services to the highest bidder, The editor and his as-
sistant received the so-called Party maximum, i.e., the high-
est pay they were allowed to rece.1ve as Communists, regard-
less of the work they did. The maximum was originally 180
rubles a month; at the beginning of the 1930's it was 210 ru-
bles. (One must not forget the gradual devaluation of the
ruble.) Cther staff members received from 140 to 210 rubles
a month. In addition, the staff received fees for writing
articles and reports.

selSInsfka
pravda [Village Truth]

paid not more than nine ru es f or an e d itorial, while Vl st1
VUTsVK and Kommun1st paid fifteen. A reporter on a Kha rk ov
newspaper m!gKteirn 400 rubles or more monthly durin\037 the
1920's, while the editor of a newspaper earned Ie sa. Further-
more, a special fee was levied by the Party on all Communists
1/110 l.-ece 1 V'ed fee s that exceeded the P arty maximum.)))
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In spite of the fact that the newspapers of the U.\037.S.R.

from the first years of the Soviet-regiMe had a common polit-

ical orientation, they began t.o as.sume specific characteris-
tics in accord with their individual professional interests.
The first such differentiation arose between the government
and Party newspapers. Pravd\037 .was the organ of the Bolshevik
Party after 1912, while Izve

\037iiYa

from 1917 on Was the organ
of the Soviet government. rh s difference existed primarily

in Moscow, however, for in outlying areas, especially the
Ukraine, the main newspapers were the organs of both the so-
viets and the gubernlya Party committees. This was true of
Kiev's Proletars1ka

pravda [Proletarian Truth], the Odesskiye
i

ZVe\037iya

, the Kharkivs'kyi proletar , Dnepropetrovsk l
Zorya

1 Star , and others.)

Further differentiation of the press occurred when
sucb trade union and workers' newspapers appeared as Trud
[Labor] in Moscow and Robltnycha hazeta prol e tar in Kharkov.
Peasant news?apers were estab l ished such as Bednota [The
Poor] and Krest'yanskaya B!zeta [Peasant Gaz\037n Moscow
and Selyans'k a pravda and\037 adyans'ke selo [Soviet Village]
in Kharkov. \037e wspapers also appeared for young people. In
Moscow there was Koms\037ol'skay\037 pravda [Young Communist
League Truth] and in Kharkov Komsomolets ' Ukrainy [Young Com-
munist of the Ukraine]. For the Y oung Pioneers and Octobr-
ists and for women workers there was Komunarka Ukrainy
[Ukrainian \0374oman Communist] and for women peasants there was
Selyanka Ukralny [Woman Peasant of the Ukraine.

Newspapers of the various professions began to appear

during the NEP period such as
UCh\037te1lsk

a hazeta rTeacher's
Newspaper], Pivdennyi hudok [Sout ern \\\037 f s\037the newspa-
per of the railwaymen, and the daily

Ukrains'kii
ekonomist,

local organ of the Supreme Soviet of R ationa l co nomy O.ios -
cow correspondingly had Ekonomicheskaya zhizni [Economic
Life]). There were even more trade magazines, for almost
every trade union in the entire Ukraine had one in Kharkov,
even though corresponding Moscow trade periodicals were also
distributed in the Ukraine.)

By the end of the NEP period each guberniya. had at
least three main newspapers. The organ of the soviet and the
Party committee, which was actually the Pa\037ty organ, Was a
daily. The newspaper published for the villages and the Koro-

somol newspaper were published semiweekly., In addition, the
three largest cities of tho Ukra1na had evening newspapersj
Kharl(ov, the cap! tal of t11e ITl(,l\037a ine, had more newspapers
t.clan ::\\11,Y 0 \03711tJl. {TJ('}IO 1 n 1 R 11 C 1 t Y .)))
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\"De-Russlf1catlcd
' of the Newspapers-)

During the NEP period the Soviet government was con-
fronted with tha nationality problem.

It was a time when
the order of the day was retrenc\037nt, the consolidation of
positions won, and perhaps it 1s within this framework that
one should consider various \"freedoms\" given to the minority
nationality groups in the U.S.S.R. Whatever the reason,
the fact remains that in the early 1920's the national

groups were given \"independence,\" as that word was understood
in the rhetoric of the Party. Independence took various
forms--polit1cal, economic and military--but one of its most
evident manifestations was the cultural autonomy granted the
minorities. For the press autonomy meant the publication of
newspapers in the national language. The process which took

place in the Ukraine (where it was called \"Ukraln1zation\" of

the press), illustrates in a general WBY what was occurring
in national areas throughout the Soviet Union.

The arrival of the Bolsheviks in any non-Russian area
Immediatelv after t\037e Revolut10n inevitably bore the stamp
of an occupation, for the local administration which had de-
veloped during the period of 1\037ar Communism was replaced ei-
ther by people sent direct from 1.\037oscow or by local people
whose first lovalty was to \037\037scow. In the Ukraine the Bolshe-
vik administration was usually hostile to any emphatic demon-
stration of local culture. Even those in power, who were

products of t\037e local cultur, usually dared not show any in-
tere at in 1 ts developJT1ent for fear of bel\037 accused of I'bour-
geois nationalism.\" In tbe villages, newly created state
institutions such as theaters or schools were inevitably ba-

sically Ukrainian institutions, simply because it would have
been an impossible task at the time to have them otherwise.
Not long after the Revolution, however, the Ukrainian popula-tion of the hitherto primarily Russian cities began to in-
crease. At the same time the central government decided on
a policy of enccuragl\037 the development of local culture$,
provided they ha.d a \"proletarian content.\" The results of
th1\037 policy had interesting implications for the Ukrainian
pre ss .)

Even before the REP all pov1t (ra1on) newspapers in th\037

Ukraine, with the exception or those in the Donets Basin and

ot\037er industrial centers, were published in Ukrainian. In
the larger

clt\037es
the press was in both lan\037ua\037es. For ex-

arcple, 1!l KharAov in the earlv 1920 I
S t\037ere was a Ru\037\037:tan-

la\037\037a\037e d\037!17 ca\037le\037 Ko rnmu ni st and a Ukrainlan-]e\037\037a\037e da1-

1v cRll\037\037
11sti

\\\037r\037\\\037 . I n t he gubern1yas, the daily papers
\037e!.\037 1\"'1\0371 \037\037\037e j \037r: \037..:s \037ian, whi le the ne,-spar. e r s for the)))
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villages (published two or three times weekly) were in Ukrain-
ian. Because of the shortage of Russian newspaper personnel
in the Ukraine, however, some guberniya dailies, especially
west of the Dnepr, shifted to Ukrainian before the KEP peri-
od. While the press of some cities became entirely Ukrain-
ian in the late 1920's, Russian language papers such as Frav -

da and Izvestlya were always available.-)

In 1926 Ko mmunlst changed to the Ukrainian language,
as did the Kh ark ov newspapers Kharkovs'kl\037 proletarii and
Vechirnye radio. From 1926 to 1937, I believe, Kharkov did
not have a sing le Russian-language newspaper. About the same

time the Kiev newspapers Proletars'ka
\037a\037da

and Ve chirni

K1yiv became Ukralnized, eav ng ev w tout Rus Sl an news-
paper of its own. The Dnepropetrovsk newspaper Zvezda
[Star, in Russian] became Zorya [Star, in Ukrai nianJ. In
1929

Odesski\037

izvestiy a began publication in Ukrainian, be-
In\037 renamed ornomors' k a komuna .)

These changes marked the completion of the process of
Ukrainizing the press. The principle papers left in the Rus-
sian language were Priazovskti.

EroletarU
[Azov Proletarian]

in Marlopol, Dlktatur a trud a [ lctatorshlp of Labor) in Sta-

lino, and Vechernlye fzvestfy a in Odessa. A few raion news-

papers may also have been pub f lshed in Russian in the Donets
Basin.)

Ukrainization of a newspaper involved the replacement
cf a considerable part of its editorial personnel. First,
special announcements and original articles appeared which

the authors themselves wrote in Ukrainian explaining to the
readers the changes about to occur. Then translation bu-
reaus were instituted in the editorial off1ces,called either
language or literary editing offices (such offices, Inclden
tally, exist in the Soviet press today). The main task of
the language editor was to see that the material to be print-
ed was \037rammatlcally correct. Usually these editors were
good theoretioal linguists who had been graduated from phil-
ological faoulties and were either lecturers on language in
the higher schools or were occupied in some phase of language
study. Their work on the newspapers was usually mechanical
and monotonous. Nevertheless, the editorial offices paid
them amounts which they could never have received for re-
search or teaching, for workers in these occupations were
paid fixed wages, while the editorial offices paid many of
its en\037loyees, including l1n\037uistsJ on a contract basis. For

Axample, the head of the language editing cfflces of an

Odessa newspaper from 1929 to 1931 received 250 rubles a
month plus bonuses of about 1$0 rubles for articles, at a

time when the managing editor of the newspaper received 210)))
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rubles (the Party maxImum).

While there.was nothln\037 to prevent the la\037uage edi-
tors from writing for publication, few of them did so. Some.
times in the interests of orthographic accuracy a language
editor damaged the style of an article. The editorial of-
fices had a rule that the last person to see copy before it
was sent to the prlntshop was the language editor. Even if
someone in the editorial offices prote\037t\037\037t

the language edi-

tors could overrule them, and in this they were suppoted by

the Comrol\037sariat .of Educati.on; This arrangement was corre'ct..
in the sense that no one in the editorial offices really
knew the language (especially the orthop;raphy).

..
'\"

In Odessa in July, 1929, four newspapers were published:
the daily Odessklye lzv estiya , changed in the autumn of that

year to Chornomors lk\037omuna ; the village newspaper Chervone
sale (Red 1 lage , whl ch Was published\" three times a week
rn-ukralnian; the Komsomol newspaper Lenins'ka zmina 'Lenin-
ist Generation], also published three times a week, in

Ukrainian; and Vepher nlye 1zvestiya , a Russian-language dai- \"

lYe All these periodi cals were housed in the plant of the

prerevolutionary newspaper O dessky l 11stok
.

.[Odessa Leafletj
on Pushkin Street and had hl red a ir personne\037 still left in
Odessa frort1 the prerevolutionary newspapers--the Ll stok , the
C dess k 1ya n ovost i [Odessa News], the Yuzhnaya \037e1ka

1S out h ern K opeck f , and others.

In addition, there was an illustrated supplement to
Chornomors'ka k omUna , the weekly and later tri-monthly
h va Squa 1 1 first published in Russian, then in Ukrai\037

Ian. Follow1\037 the exa\037le of the Moscow illustrated week-
ly Oponyok [Little Flame], most of the large cities formed
their own weeklies. Kiev had one called Globus [Globe, in
Ukrainian], and Kharkov had its Vsesvit [nn1ver se, in
Ukrainian]. The illustrated wee k11e\037 c ontained photographs
from international and domestic political, public and cultur-
al life. Press mats were provided by the Pressfoto agency in
Moscow. Most of t\037em were used by the newspapers; the re-
mainder went to

\037hkva\037
. There were so many of them that the

Ode\037sa .?ress was unable to use them all. Photographs from

Odessa life were supplied by highly qualified Odessa news

photographers who served not only the local Odessa press but
Pressfoto as well. In addition to p\037oto\037raphs, \037h kval car-

ried pictures and photoMontages, often combined Wl th the pic-
tures, t\037e work of the many local art1st\037.located in Cdessa at
that time. The 111ustr\037ted weeklies also provided stories,
novelettes, poems, art reports, and theater reviews with 11-

lustratl0t;a. '!'he editors of \037}1kval tried to give the magazine
(\\R J1nl(\037}1 01 t1!e (\\d\037ARn t'1 a\\\"Or :3.8 possible. The unique feature)))
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of Odessa was the sea, and hence the marine theme--ln photo-
graphs, illustrations, stories, reports and poems--was never
absent from the pages of Shkva:'l ..' Even the very name of the

newspaper was nautical. I t reached a large number of Odes-

sans abroad.)

In late 1929 a discussion took place as to whether

Ukrainian newspapers should be published \037y the same staff

which published the Russlan-lan\037uage press or whether the

staffs should also be Ukrainized. Ukrain1zation of the

staffs would have had the practical effect of replacln\037 not

only non-Ukrainians with Ukrainians but native Odessans with
people who came for the most part from t\037e villa\037es. This

would have meant cuttln\037 off the newspaper from the urban po-

pulation not only in language but socially as well. Only

Odessans could write satisfactorily about city life in terms
familiar to the readers. Nevertheless, even Vainov, the sec-

retary of the Odessa Party committee, himself Jewish, advo-

cated Ukrainlzation of the staffs. The most ardent advocates
of this change, however, were the Ukraln1\037 language editors-
Perhaps they were struck by the mistakes made by hastily
Ukra1ninzed Odessans, and perhaps national feelings were also
a factor. The Party people in charge of Ukralnizatlon in
Odessa--Samutin, Samulevych and others--also sup\037orted this

view, and it prevailed in practice because there were few
Ukrainian journalists in Odessa.)

The newspaper Odessk\037 izvestiya was already largely
Ukralnlzed by late 1929 . The editor had learned Ukrainian

only the year before but was already wrltln\037 editorials more

or less freely in Ukrainian. Other local editorial person-
nel, for the most part older Odessa journalists whose train-
In\037 went back to the prerevolutionary period, also learned
the

language quickly.

One such old Odessa journalist was D1k1, a poet then

about forty years of age and a doctor by profession. He had
been shell-shocked at the front dur1n\037 World War I and was
considered an eccentric by the staff. His specialty was the
satirical political poem, usually concerned with internation-
al events. When it came time to Ukralnize Odessk1y e lzves -

iiya
completely and when Diki's political poems cou la no

onger be printed in Russian, he left the staff. Because he

was popular and had his own circle of readers in Odessa, how-
ever, the editorial offices did not want to lose him. Con-
sequently the editor provided him with a little assistance
and a gl\037at deal of encouragelnent, ask1\037 him to learn the
Ul{'t\037\\ 1 n1 An language, t)'ten slowly, bu tat leas t to be\037ln to
I\\'ly 1 te in tl1at tonKt\\8. Several months passed and D1kl)))
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submitted a satirical poem on Austen Chamberlain, at that\"

time a popular topic of d19cusslon in the U.S.\037.R. At the

top of the poem. were the words J
U

To the tune of 'Two Tramps
Died of Ode sea Booze. \". It was a brilliant piece of satiric-
al wr1tln\037, and only professionals could spot its linguistic
imperfections. The tune to which the words were set was a
son\037 popular in Odessa at the time, and the poem was sung

the 'next day from one end of Odessa to the other--1n Ukrain-

ian. After that Dlkl began to submit satires in verse regu-
larly, and his Ukrainian steadily improved.

Many other examples could be cited of good correspond-
ents of Russian newspapers stayi\037 on to work for the Ukrain-
ian newspapers after Ukralnlzatlon. Vellchko, the correspond-

ent for Blrzhevi\037 vedomosti, for example, worked for Visti
VUTsVK a Lt houg h r-berreve-that he wrote his articles on in-

t ernational topics in Russian and that they were translated

into Ukrainian. Yu. Zoloteryov, the pooular feuilleton writ-
er for Komunist, in Kharkov, also switched to Ukrainian, as
did the-werr=known writer on economics in Kharkov, P. Zhyvo-
tlnski, who headed the economics department of Komunist . Ma-

ny lesser-known reporters and editorial workers in Kharkov,
Kiev, Dnepropetrovsk and the Donets Basin also switched to
Ukrainian.)

There were those, however, who fled from Ukrainizatlon.
For example, Rafayilov, the managinR editor of Odessk1ye iz -

vestiya , a mediocre journalist but a Party member, le f t
O dessa. His departure was followed by that of Fokin, anoth-
er managin\037 editor of the same new8paper who was not a jour-
nalist at all but an outright Party administrator who had

been given the job on the newspaper because he was physical-
ly disabled. Pavel Shubin, the assistant editor of the news-

paper Komunlst who had been a brilliant publicist in prere-
volutionary St. Petersburg left Kharkov because of Ukraini-
zatlon. He went to \037oscow and worked for the Com1ntern, on
the editorial stafr of the magazine Ko mmunisticheskl 1 inter -
national t Communist Internation aI1 . Agranovs'ky f , a
young and promising feu111eton writer (a Party member) who
later worked for Izve s

t1y\037 , also left Kharkov for Moscow.
Incidentally, Odessa j ournalists enjoyed a good reputation
in Moscow and for this reason few of them had any trouble se-
curing positions in their field. On the whole, few Russian
journalists went to the R.S.F.S.R. to avoid Ukraln1zatlon--
most of them stayed on to

wor\037
on the Ukrainian press.

The process of Ukraln1za\037lon Was Impor\037ant \"\037lso in its
impact on the rea\037er. In the 1920's the res1derits\037 of the

]f}t.\037A TTJrl'u1.111.An c1t1.\037s gt\\nd1
6
all\" preferred Rus\"sian

.)))
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newspapers. In cities where Russian new\037papers were no long-
er published subscriptions to Moscow's Pravda and lzvestlya

increased. People were interested in 10c81 a ffairs, however,

and could not find anything about them in the Moscow press

so that they had to subscribe to the local Ukrainian newspa-

pers. This action was the be\037lnnln\037 or \"the Ukralnlzation of
the readers. I witnessed the Ukralnlzation of one such

reader, in Kharkov. I lived with the family of a local gov-
ernment official in which Russian was spoken, althou\037h every-
one understood Ukrainian. The family Was musical and san\037

mostly Ukrainian songs, and the head of the household liked
to visit the Ukrainian theater. The newspaper which my land-

lord read re\037ularly Was the Khar'kovskll
\037ole

t arl l, which
was Ukrainized after 1926 under t h e name

\037 arkivs'kyl \037ole
-

tar . When he read it he would look uncomfortabre and maKe
ironic comments about unintelligible Ukrainian expressions.
Several times he showed outright disgust at the style em-

ployed, but nevertheless he became a regulqr reader of the
paper after a few months.

Iharki vs 'kyi
pruletar

, and most other Ukrainian news-

papers as we il , were krainian only in lan\037ua\037e. In every-

thing else the newspapers were Com\037unist with a Russian
cultural slant. A reader could find considerably less of the
national Ukrainian theme in them than he could of the Rus-
sian theme in Russian Communist newspapers. The Ukrainlzed
newspapers of the Soviet period were very different from
those published during the period of the Provisional Govern-

ment when, in spite of the unaccustomed Ukrainian lan\037uageJ

the Ukrainian reader found an emotional contact with the
newspaper. Thus the readers of Ukrainian newspapers from 1917
to 1919 were vitally interested in what was said on the
printed page, not the way it was said. During the period of
Ukralnization of the press, on the other ha\037d, readers ad-
justed to the new langua\037e without this emotional stimulus.)

In view of these circumstances the fact that one Odessa

newspaper increased its circulation from 80,000 to 120,000
in a year after Ukralnizat10n (it served \037ot only the city of
Odessa but the entire southern Ukraine a\037Q Black Sea coast)
must be attributed to an improvement in its quality, even in

comparison with its Russian predecessor. This improvement
took various forms. The number of photographs, cartoons and
illustrations was increased. Odessa had many first-class
artists and cartoonists; P. Vasil'yev, for example, the greatartist for Pravda in Moscow, worked for an Odessa newspaper
for thirty years. Half a dozen illustrations or cartodhs ap-
peared on every page. Then too, the editorial offices pre-
\037ent\037q mntcrlal in a lively and sometimes sensational manner,)))
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under Intr1\0371n\037 h\037adlngs, so that readers looked for. ,the un-

usual. Morenver, the newspaper carried. regular s\037etc\037es\"

feature articles, short stories. poems, etc. It also carried
articles deall\037 wi th problems of the day (,this was still\"'

possible at that time) as well as r\037vlews and articles en sub-
jects of special interest.)))
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III. STALINIZATION OF THE SOVTET PRE\037S)

E-nd of the NEP)-)

The end of the NEr and t\037e start of industrialization
and collectivization was a major turning point in \037ovlet

history. It was also a turning point for the press, which

was slowly transformed and isolated from its readers until
it eventually reached the present state in which many Soviet
citizens read only the last (fourth) page of a newspaper,
the one containin\037 the forel\037n news.)

By t\037e end of 1929 we Odessa journalists learned that
seventy-four per cent of the peasant holdin\037s around Odessa
and in the entire southern Ukraine had already been collecti-
vized. The most surprising thing, however, was that no one

knew how this change had happened. Not a word had been said
or written about it anywhere. The editor of Chornomors'ka
komuna chanced to say to me that all kulaks had been deported
from the entire Ukrainian steppe to the far north. He de-
scribed the methods of this operation, which were supposed to
illustrate the humane manner in which the Soviet regime dealt

with its enemies. While there had been rumors of collectivi-
zation for several years, no one Ima\037lned that such a percent-
age of the households in the southern steppe

woul\037

be parts
of collective farms by the holiday on November 7.)

Our unbelievable ignorance on this score can be ex-

plained to some extent by the administrative reorganization
in the Ukraine in which okrugs were abolished and Kharkov,
the capital, was brought into direct contact with the ralons.
As a city, Odessa was directly subordinate to Kharkovj hence
Odessa at this time did not have its own hinterland and was
thus divorced from vl11a\037e life and problems.

As for deoortation of t\037e kulaks to the north, official
circles in Odessa were well informed because the head of the
Odessa GPU, a member of the Odessa Party Committee, was also
head of the GPU for t\037e entire southern Ukraine and had juris-
diction over the defense of the Black \037ea coast and the Ruma-
nian border, as well as over all GPU heads in' the rural dis-
tricts of the steppe. It was the head of the GFU who carried
out the deportation of the kulaks and informed'the Odessa

Party Committee about it. Nevertheless, the fact that the
Odessa Party organization and its newspapers were cut off)

-:. Tri-cominemora t-l o11 Oot' tllt3 October Revolution of 1917.)

-33-)))
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from suc\037 important events as collectivization shows how
quietly the action was carried out. This situation was soon
rever\037ed, however, when problems of collectivization became
so great that lower Party or\037ans and the press were called

upon for aid.)

Chan\037es in Function and Content

The Odessa newspaper, as a cltv paper, did not 1mmedi\037

ately reel the radical about-face ftn the problems of collect-
ivization experienced by the central Party and government

newspapers. Collectivization. however, ag\037ravated problems
of industrialization, and the press was soon drag\037ed head-

long into production problems. From this time on t\037e press

became progressively less interestln\037 to its readers; it be-

came ever more cut off from the general life of society,
ever mora at the service of the state. It was just at this
time that the press began to carry such clumsy slogans as
\"Mobilize the masses for fulfillment of industry finance
plans.\" But Pravda 's call to \"mobilize t'he masses\" was
echoed by the l ower-echelon press, includin\037 even newspapers
which bad no bureaucratic intermediaries between themselves
and the Itmasses,\" for example, by field editions of Chorno -
m ors'ka k omuna durl\037 the sowln\037 campaign in tne spring of
19)0 , w hl ch were published in t\037e fields during sowin\037 and
were aimed directly at the collective farmers.)

The year 1930 brought rarlica1 changes in both the con-

tent and the internal structure of qoviet newspapers. Until
1930 the format of a Soviet newspaper differed but little
frOM that of the usual European newspaper or, for that mat-

ter, newspapers in prerevolutionary, tsarlst times. Just as
before the Revolution, the first pa\037e of a Soviet newspaper
was devoted to international news; there alwavs was an edi-
torial on the left side of the first pa\037e, devoted to inter-
national or domestic topics. Sometimes, but not often, the
first page contained some unusually important item of domes..
tic news. The second and third pages contained feature arti-
cles on international and domestic tOD1cs. The newspaper
always included a feul11eton, as well\" as a reportorial sketch
and professional news reports from local areas. The last
page contained local news, which was considered of secondary
importance. Since lQ30, however, international news in qo-
viet newspaper\037 has been shifted from t\037e firqt to the last
pa\037e, with the evident intention of stressing the Bolsheviks'
scorn for the \"bour\037eols world.

II
But readers, including; Par

ty member\037, read t\037e \037ov1&t newspaper be\037inn1n\037 with the
las t pap;e. Inte:.!la t tonal events are st 111 a dec idlnp: fac tor
r.\037l. tJao 1'. \037-\037. R. a s1 tUa tion that ev\037n \037talin wa\037 unable)))
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to chang\037.

Before 1930 the first page of the \037oviet newspaper usu-

ally included a cartoon in the upper rl\037ht corner, often on

some international suh1ect. Good Soviet newspapers carried
court reports, written by expert journalists, some of whom

became well-known writers (Leonid Andreyev 1s an example).
Every good Soviet newspaper also had regular theater and mo-

tion picture reviews, sports chronicle and a cness and amuse-

ment department.
.)

The economics department, staffed by professional
writers on economics, was given a small space on the next-to-
last or last page. No one would have thought of burdening
the newspaper with dull reports on the manner in which a

plant, mine or village was performing its normal production
functions. The most that could interest the read\037rs in tne

economic field was a report on important changes in the

economy such as the construction of the Dnepr hydro-electric

project. But even here the readers were not at all inter-
ested in the number of cubic meters of concrete poured on

the pro.1ect one day or the next. The most patriotic C;oviet

reader would be interested only in the \037eneral plans for the

project, the chan\037es it would bri\037 about in the life of t\037e

area, its architecture, and the ma;or achievements scored in
carry1n\037 out the project. Finallv, readers would have been
interested in unusual events in the course of construction,
such as accidents or casualties. The goviet press, however,
avoids any mention of suc\037 incidents.)

Such a complete absence of \037enuine reportl\037 leaves
the readers open to ima\037inat1on and rumor. For example, dur-
ing the building of the Mosco\037 subway there was a persistent
rumor that as many as 140 workers a day were buried by cave-
ins or drowned. One could not prove or disprove this rumor
by reference to any newspaper.)

Until the 1930's the Soviet newspapers published only
material written by professional journalists; reports by

worker and peasant correspondents were edited by the profes-
sional journalists. Other articles and reports were also
carried, of course, but onlv when written by outstanding peo-
ple in the fields concerned. For the \037ost part it reemed
that such people could not write well, and it was difficult
and sometimes impossible to get articles fro\037 them. In such
cases the editorial offices had to be content wit\037 inter-
views. In lQ28, for example, t\037e Kharkov newspaper Ko munist
Al.1'sn,q:ed an interview wit\037 tne a\037onomist Markevlch, al rector
v t\037 t11e \03711e\\\"\037'.Jcnl,o r-rac\03711.:1e And Trac tor \037ta t i on, the firs t MTS)))
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in the U.\037. <).R. (tvlarkevlch later became the head of the Tract-

or Center in Moscow; subseouently, however, he was shot as a

\"wrecker. \

Few outside contributors indicated the 1r tl tIe at that'

time. Such by-lines as \"Ukrainian
f(epubli\037

People's Commis-

sar of Trade. . .\" or the Pravda favor! te C)ecretary of the
Province Party Committee. . .,

\"
or \"Minister \037o-and..so,\"

never appeared. The roost that a newspaper would permit it-

self at that time was to carry such a by-line as \"l-rof.

Orlov.\" Academic titles had been respected in the press even

before the Revolution, and this was, so to speak, a tradition.

Perhaps because the articles by the various ministers and

province committee secretaries were now so completely unin-
terestl\037 the editorial offices felt compelled to dress them

up with the authors' titles.

In comparison with the press of the period of Stalinism

perhaps the most typical feature of \037ovlet newspapers before

1930 was their relative independence of Party bodies. The

editor, of course, was always appointed by the Party, and

there was even a procedure whereby every appointment and dis-

missal of an editor in the Ukraine had to be ap\037roved by the

Ukrainian Communist Party Central Committee. The edit-ors were

actually suggested for their positions by the journalists'
cell of the newspaper in the 1920's, so that even thou\037h the

editor had to be a Party member, the Party still looked for
him among the journalists. Most of tbe Party leaders were,
if not professional journalists, at least constant contribu-

tors to the Party press. While they all agreed with Lenin
that the Party press was \"not only a collective agitator and

propagandist but also a collective or\037anlzer of the masses, fI

many of this group still held a firm respect for good newspa-

per standards. Perhaps this is why before the 1930's the

Party limited its supervision to the appointment of the edi-
tor. The editor himself assumed responsibility for the po-
litical line in the

newspaper. Usually the very selection of
an editor gave the Party a guarantee that the person in ques-
tion would follow the proper political line. A Party member
had to have amassed considerable experience in the Soviet

press to be appointed editor, and he was already well-known

both from his written articles, his membership in a Party
cell, and his public behavior.

Until the period of \037talinlsm, therefore, the merits of
an editor were judged not by the political line of the newspa-

per but by its professional qualities. It was said, for ex-.

\037mple,
that the newspaper Sovetskaya Sihir' ISoviet Siberia]

,\037a\037 w\037, 1 ol.gAn1 zed in tIle sense that it was irttere s t1ng and)))
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that it was read eagerly not only in its own are\037 but in

others as well. Kurs, the editor, was consequently consid-

ered one of the best Soviet editors. Under Stalinism the ex-

act opposite came about: the most professional, original and

intelligent Communist journallst\037 were the last personR to be

appointed editors. All such editors were dismissed at the be-
ginning of the 1930's for various \"deviations\" and were re-
placed by candidates from the Party apparatus. Kurs, for ex.-
ample, was dismissed as. editor of Sovet skaya SibirI .

Olexander Ol'ahavets' had been the editor of Odesskiye
izvestiya for many years. He was a professional journa f ist
and something of a Bohemian. Such conduct on the part of an
editor would have been utterly inoonceivable in the 1930's.
There -1s no denyln\037 the merits of ralsin\037 the reQuirements
set for editors in the 1930's. but at the s\037e time the
framework wi thin which the edi tor was requlre.d to opera te
had the effect of convertln\037 him into a cold and calculating
bureaucrat who did not think about pleasing his readers (as
the \"drunkard\" Ol'shavets' had done) but about pleasing his
superiors.)

Editorials became standardized. Following the example
of the central newspapers they had to end with the expres-
sion of opposition to \"counterrevolutionary Trotskyism, rlght-

wi\037
deviationism and appeasement.\" Later, when some sort

of J;2lot\" between Lominadze and Syrtsov was discovered in 1\037os-

cow,2 the words \"ap;ainst the left-and ri\037ht-wing bloc\" had
to be added to the above formula. Even more additions to the

formula
apf.eared

later, for example, \"against bourp:eois na-
tionalism, I

and the formula grew into a very cumbersome and

heavy dead-weight on the end of the editorial. Prompted by

fear, however, the editor now paid-attention not to the sty-
listic and literary content of articles but to seeina that
they had as many stereotyped additions as possible, both in
the middle and, above all, at the end.

The heads of departments of Odes\037kiye 1zvestiya some-

times wrote editorials; one of them, who was considered gym-
pathetic to the Trotskyites, would always say ironically and

reassuringly as he brou\037ht his editorials to the editor,
\"You can turn it over to the f.rintshop. Don't worry: I've

already put in all t\037e plugs.
'

A similar change was the introduction of the standardi-
zed and uncritical use of the word Uproletariat\" in the)

2 . \037ee
--

Deutscher , 2, Rtalln .: A Poli tical 81o\037 ra E.hI , New York-
C'xford Uni versi ty rl.osa , 19J:''17 p. 3 3.3 .)))
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early 1930's. Meanwhile artic\037es dealing with civic prob-
lems began to disappear, a change which indicated that the
function of the newspaper had somehow changed. The press
was bel\037 called upon to \"attack,\" as the \037ord was used at

that time. And so the Odessa
newsf.aper,

following the ce\037

tral press also began to \"attack, with all the passion of

the Odessa' temperament. If, for example, the financial de-

p'artment
of the soviet did not collect taxes, especially from

'private operators,
It

the newspaper would publish a detailed

report under the sensational heading \"Who in the Financial

Department 1s Shielding Nepmen?\"
Such a charge was a serious

one J yet similar ones appeared every \037ay. Matters went so

far that the newspaper became a nuisance to the local admin-
istration. Its conduct was discussed .a number of times at
sessions of the Party committee and the editor was reminded
that the charges in the newspaper were unfounded. Neverthe-

less, following the example of the central press, which was

\"unmaskingU sensational Cases with unabated zeal, Chorno -
mors'ka komuna continued to do the same thing. For a time
every such article was accompanied by the standardized addi-
tion of the word Uattack,

II
for example, \"Attack Those Who Are

Disrupting the Supnlyinp; of t\037e VillagesJ\

In order to \037ive greater wei\037bt and influence to sensa-
tional reports the newspaper organized special worker corres-
pondent brigades. For this purpose a member of the newspa-
per staff would take wit\037 him several worker correspondents
from local enterprises to make a study of some factory, state
institution or sanatorium (Odessa, it will be recalled, is a
resort oity). Their findings would be published in the news-
paper under the by-line \"Worker Correspondent Bri\037a.de,\" fol-
lowed by the names of five or six persons. Sometime\037 these

brigades, rather than discussing some special event at an en-

terprise, would trace it\037 achievements and shortcomln\037s from
the be\037inning to the end of the production process. In such
& case the worker correspondent brigade would sl\037n itself
\"Entire-Process Worker Correspondent Brigade,\" followed by
signatures. Often the newspaper would use groups of special-
ly selected Komsomol members, who would make a surprise vis-it to investigate a state institution or enterprise. In
such cases the findings of the group would be followed bythe by..line IIKomsomol Cavalry.\"

-

That was the time when \"collective work\" was increas-
ingly in

vogue, a phenomenon which the Party subsequentlycriticized as giving rise to evasion of individual responsi-
bility. There was even a form of collective reporting to be
found in Pravda or

Komunist, where for example a by-linemight rea..' \"
Pravda '\037tiv\037 Co;respondent The Newspaper

\037o \037!1eg arke r \037tokehole ] . \" \302\267 ,)))
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There were many forms of worker correspondent brigade
work. but the rnater'ial provided 'was somehow not the same as

if individuals had written' it, for practically every article
\"wr-! tten

II

by such a brigade was an 1ndic tment which had to

be investigated, either by the workers' and peasants' in-
spection system or by the procurator's office. Such reports
also differed from t\037e individual worker and peasant corres-
pondent letters of the 1920's benause, while the latter usu-
ally reported local news, the material supplied by the work-
er correspondent brigades was more like control and inspec-
tion report3. Such investigations filled the press and left

scant room for individual creative work by journalists. In-
deed, such work was now considered unnecessary, just as ordi-
nary street fighting becomes unnecessary in wartime. There
were only two areas left in the newspaper in which a journal-
ist might find use for his talents: international news and

commentaries on it, and reviews of the theater, music and mo-

tion pictures. Of course, there was reuorti\037 on local news,

but it soon began to disappear also and to give way to mili-
tant reports by the worker correspondent newspapers.)

The growth of worker correspondent bri\037ades around the

newspaper did not mean an increase in the worker and peasant
correspondent movement. On the contrary, that movement

steadily declined thereafter, and today it no lon\037er exists

in the same form as previously. The peasant correspondents
first dlsappe\037red in 1930, in areas of complete collectiviza-

tion, of whicb the Odessa area was one of the first. Only a
small number of people continued to be worker correspondents
in the cities. The peasant correspondents' basic assiRnment
in the 1920's had been to defend the public against the high-
handed actions of vl11a\037e officials. Now, however, w\037en the

state had destroyed the kulaks and had driven the rest of

the peasants onto collective farms, its only support in the

villages was the administration itself and the Party and

Komsornol members, who were close to it (not all of theM, how-

everJ). Now every criticism of the v111\037e administration,

no matter how just, mi\037ht weaken the state's position in the
village. Such criticism was viewed as Rid to the kulaks.
The moment had come when free reign was \037lven to the Popando-

pulos,) who had been meek under the blows of the peasant
correspondents. Now it was their turn. They relegated the
peasant correspondents, whom they hated, to the cate\037ory of
kulaks or sub-kulaks and either deported them to the far
north or \037ot rid of them otherwise. Only those who did not
oppose the admin1\037tt..f\"Jt1on\037 ,,,11C' l1elped it crush tIle kulaks,)

\037'. \037e p. 1 9 :-)))
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attack \"slackers\" on the collective farms, etc., could now

be peasant correspondents. This function was the complete
opnosite of that performed by the peasant correspondents in

the 1920's. At that time the peasant correspcndants had

served sociAty against abuses by the state; now they served
the state against society.

The worker correspondent movement in the cities

evolved in the same direction, with the empha\037is shifting
from criticism of administrative abuse to indiv\037dual attacks

on \"slackers,
II

\"fly-by-nlghts,\"
and \"wreckers.\"4 Later \037ta-

lin advanced the slogan \"Criticize without regard for per-
sonalities,U but the slogan had no meaning. As long as the
hl\037her-echelon rulin\037 bodies could act upon the criticism,
the lower administrative levels were encouraged to deflect

criticism from the admlnistr\037tion itself and direct it to

personalities.

The so-called II
cr 1ticism from below\" called for by the

Nineteenth Party Co\037ress in 1952 1s similarly without real

m\037aning. Because criticism must be made in the interests
not of the people but of the state, criticism of the qdmin-

lstratlon 1s dangerous for a reoorter. Today tne worker and

peasant corres\037ondents are in the unenviable position of be-
ing asked to criticize administrative abuses, knowing full
well that such reporting may lead to reprisal by the agency
accused of abuse.)

Growth of the Lower-Echelon fress-)

The function of newspapers as organs of information
and ideological struggle and education began to die out in
the U.S.S.R. beglnn1n\037 around 1930. Thenceforward Soviet

newspapers developed into organs of misinformation and coer-

cion. Every Soviet newspaper \037rticle criticizing an insti-
tution, every ne\037at1ve book review, every feuilleton crlti-
c1z1n\037 someone, leads automatically to repressive measures
against the institution's Mana\037ement, a\037a1nst the author of
the book under review, or a\037alnst the person criticized in
the feuilleton. The \"Follow-ups on Correspondents' Reports\"

department of the newspaper now decides the fate of the per-
sons criticized, and without any appeal. In the 1920's a)

4 . \"Pl y-by-n l ghts
\"

[letuny) was the name given by the \037ov1et

pre 58 to people who cha.nged .1obs frequently. u'.-Jreckers\" in-

cluded production workers who through inexperience, careless-
ness 01' wl1t.ul intent c8us\037d dama\037e to machine.vy.)))
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newspaper might admit it was wrong, and in any event the per-
son cri t1c1zed in a newspaper c01'1d find rehab111 ta tlon in
other institutions, for at that time the newspapers did not
have such terrible author1ty\037 Now no one in an okrug dares
to say that a Pravda article is mistaken and no one in a
raion can say that an article in an okrug newspaper is inac-
curate. The fact that accusations made in the Soviet press
are not subj.ect to appeal has made the press an instrument
of terrorism, for such accusations are always precursors of

some type of \"corrective action\" against the accused person
or institution.)

Because newspapers now exert such great influence in
the interest of the administration and Party, colossal sums

are spent on the press, while the circulation of newspapers
increases year by year. On Soviet Press Day, May 5, 1953,
Moscow newspapers published data on the growth in circula-
tion of Soviet publications. Throughout the U.S.S.R. there
are now 8,300 newspapers with a total circulation of
41,700,000 copies. Possibly one of the principal reasons
for the effort to increase circulation 1s that the struggle

between the rureaucracy and the people has transformed the
state press into an instrument of coercion and intimidation
which requires intimate contact with those to be influenced.

It is no longer enough to intimidate \"in general terms,\"

abstractly; it has become necessary, as much as possible, to
name every citizen by name. Hence the rapid growth of city

newsp\037per circulation and of the lower-echelon press--dis-
trict, factory, shop and collective farm newspapers. Here
one reaJly can name every citizen by name, which is some-
thing an okrug or even a raion newspaper cannot do.

Factory rouse organs first appeared in Soviet enter-
prises around 1930. They grew out of the uwall newspapers\"
which had originated during the early years of the NEP as
amateur organs in plants and institutions. The wall newspa-

per which gave birth to the printed house organ was an inter-

esting and positive development. Because the power of the

Soviet administration was limited by the trade unions in dis-
missing people from work and in other disciplinary disputes
after the Civil War, the need arose for replac1\037g the earlier
fear of superiors with something which would still encourage
industrial discipline. The wall paper was designed to meet
this need. On the other hand the wall newspaper was also a

means for combating h1ghhandedness and abuse on the part of
the administration. To some extent it was the result of the

worker and peasant correspondent movement. Everywhere that
active correspondents of the central newspapers appeared, 1n-
depetldcl1t wa] 1 newspa}:'ers appeared also--1n factories and)))
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local oommittees (the lower-echelon trade un1:'9.n .
ce'1\0379'a.t'en-

terprlses and \037ovlet institutions).

The newspa.pers ridiculed administrators w'ho. \037ave jobs

to friendg rather than goin\037 to t\037e hlr1n\037 halls, those.\037ho
spent too much money on their own requirements, those

\037ho

\037ot drunk, those who went on sprees or were morally dissolute
Rank and file workers and employees were also. ridiculed for
similar behavior.

In the villages tbe wall newspapers ridiculed ignorance
popular superstitions and t\037e misdeeds of officials, Obvious

ly the more highly placed and authoritative the official the
more dangerous it was to criticize him. But balanced
against this authority was the prest1\037e of the wall newspaper
and the authority of the trade union or political education

agency in the village, which published it.

On the whole the influence and educational role of the
wall newspapers was an important one. They were perhaps the
most important implement in the cultural revolution in the
U.\037.\037.R., for they were instrumental in shattering many old

customs and pre1udices.)

For example, one summer a wall newspaper in a small viI
lage stated that a gamblin\037 club had been discovered in a
wooded area in a remote, outlying part of the village, com-

plete with home-brew alcohol and things to eat. Card games
had been played in this woods on \037undays and holidays since
time immemorial; no one paid attention to them and they had,
in fact, become socially acceptable. If one of the more
prominent villagers or the priest scolded people for play1n\037
cards and drinking he was simply ignored. When the wall news

paper ca.rried an article on this \"gamblers' club\" many of its
members went to the vl11\037e bul1din\037 to read it with their
own eyes. Card playing did not stop immediately but it came

to the attention of the entire village. Then somebody re-

moved the thick growth of hazel bushes from around the card
players so that everyone could see what went on as they
passed b\037. First the drinking ceased (home-brew liquor was
illegal), and with most of the active participants now hesi-
tant to attend these functions the \"club\" began to decline.

Examples of the educating influence of the wall newspa-
per could be cited ad infi n itum . With the wall newspapers a
new factor was int rodu ced i nto public life, t\037e influence of
the citizenry itself on the conduct of individuals. And un-

like the press we have been discussing, there was no compul-
\0371011 01' t'ear In\\1'oJ ved-- tIle main emphas1 s was on ridicule. Of)))
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course ridicule had existed wherever a gathertn\037 listened to

some wit make fun of an indiv A dual or institution. But some-
t\037i\037 different was 1\037volved when such \0371att\037r\037 went from the

taverns and streets to the pa\037es of a written newspaper
wbic\037, even thou\037h in only one copy, was nailed on a wall
for everyone to read. Here lauFhter was put into literary
form. Uncensored expressions, personal remarks and question-
able topics were excluded and t\037e pu\037ltc life at \037he local

level was made the sub1ect of discussion in an ent\037rely new,

civilized form. The wall newspapers played a positive role,

however, only as long as they were a mauifestation of public
initiative, as lon\037 as tbev did not fall under the complete
s\\.lpervision of the Party apparatus. Unfor G'Jna ta1y, howeve:-,
this 1s just what occurred in the early 193n's.\037)

In the wall newspapers one can see the be\0371nnin\037 of a

process of extending \037he press network down to the local lev-
el, thus placing the Party and government in more direct con-
tact with the reader. In large newspapers of territorial im-

portance (oblast and city) such direct contact was effected

by crowding out material written by individuals and filling

the newspaper with material by worker corresrondent brigades.
The broad masses of readers, those in the enterprises, would
not be affected by gen\037rallzed lnt1mid q t1on. For them it
was necessary to write concretely, call1n\037 people by name

and describing misdeeds. A newspaper intendec for a large
audience could not carry out this task. How, for example,
could an Odessa newspaper, servln\037 a city of 400,000 irulabl-
itants, publish complete details on irregularities in spec!f
1e factories or failures to fulfill plans, how could it iden-

tify b1.
name violators of labor discipline and \"fly-bV-

nights'? Yet the Party apparatus demanded just such concrete

information. Hence arose the need for a mass printed news-

paper at every enterprise of any importance.

The number of printed house organs at enterprises in-
creased rapidly in 1930. Odessa then had fifty-two state)

5 . M en \342\202\254lon s h ou f d also be made of the \"11 vinr- newspaper.
Ii

Such a newspaper was not written but was performed on a

stage. Good speakers read articles, feuilletons were pre-
sented in play form, and even complete plays were written os-
pecially for the 11vl\037 newspaper; such newspapers, however,
were not the mass phenomenon that the wall newspapers were.

Le\0371n\037rad had a living newspaper called \"The Blue Blouse\"

which toured the entire U.\037.\037.R. -- A.K.)))
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factories and mills and twenty-eight printed house organs,

published weekly and printed in the printshop of Chorno -

rnors'ka komuna . A special worker and peasant corre\037pondent

department was set up to Ruide these newspapers and provide
them wit\037 technical assistance. The de\037artment published a
weekly newspaper called

\037\037una

Robsel'kora (Worker and

Peasant Correspondents' une]\037the editors of fac-
tory house or\037ans and the worker correspondents compared
their experiences and discussed matters concerning the facto-

ry press.

The editors of Chornomors'ka komuna , however, concen-

trated their main attention on Imp rovln\037 the writinR and
technical standards of the factory newspapers. All the fac-

tory newspapers were published in Ukrainian in Odessa and

there were not many peonle in Odessa at that time with good

literary training and a Ukrainian education. The factory

newspapers surmounted this difficulty by hlrin\037 qualified

managing editors, usually student members of the Komsomol

who were just beginning to write. The editor was usually a

worker from the factory in question and a member of the Par-

ty. The factory management relieved him of some or all of
his duties paying him either his regular salary or a special

salary as editor of the factory newspaper.

Later, all editors .of factory house organs, especially
at large enterprises, were paid special salaries and began

to attend
meetig\037s

of the factory Party committee bureau as

active members, thus following the example of the large
newspapers, the editors of which had had to be members of the

bureaus of the correspondin\037 Partr committees. For example,
the editor of Odessa's Cho r nomors ka komuna was a member of

the Odessa qity Party Comm i ttee, which included the secreta-
ry of the Party Committee, the directors of tne Organization-
al Department, the Culture and Propaganda Department, and
the Mass Agitation Department, toe head of the Executive Com-

mittee, the head of the GIU, the editor of the newspaper, the

director of the political department of the nearest army unit,
and the two secretaries of the largest borough Party commit-

tees in the city of Odessa. 7 -)

b . A bureau I s elected by a primary Party organization number-

ing not less than fifteen members. A city or district Party
committee elects a bureau of from seven to nine members and
three secretaries. See Bol 'shaya sovetsk aya e ntsiklopediv a
(Large Soviet Encycloped Iil , 2nd e d ., Vo f . X I ! , p. 223.

7. The organization described is typical for cities and
okrugs. -- A.K.)))
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Thus a given enterprise supported at least one worker

for the factory newspaper and paid all expenses for printing
the newspaper. However, this was never a serious burden for
the factory management, for under the five-year plans ex-
penses of the paper are included in planned enterprise ex-

penses and funds are earmarked to cover them. In addition,
the factory newspapers soon became indispensable instruments

for putting pressure on the workers to fulfill individual

work norms and the planned output goals of the enterprise.
The printed house organ did not sUPDlv any outside in-

formation but carried news about the work life of its own

enterprise or the life of the workers. Because these facto-
ry newspapers were so obviously tools of the Party and gov-
ernment and were filled mainly with discussions of production
problems, they were received by the workers with hostility or
indifference.)

The attitude of the workers toward the factory newspa-
pers (and also to the wall newspapers since their content had
changed) can be illustrated by an incident which occurred at
the Dneprodzherzhlnsk Steel \037ill in the early 1930's. During
the early years of industrialization the state placed par-

ticularly high demands on the steel mills because the short-
age of metal was holdin\037 up the development of the entire
economy. That is why, for example, Pravda carried a table

on its first page every day showing figures for the day's
steel and coal output. The factories, however, consistently
failed to fulfill their assigned quotas. In such cases the
Party committees would send representatives to the enterprises
in order to put pressure on the workers and management.

The well-known Moscow poet and Communist A. \037ez YITJy an-

ski was sent to the Dneprodzerzhinsk Mill. As a worker with
the pen he was assigned to the wall newspaper of the smelting
shop and wrote poems in which he called on the worker\037 to for-
get difficulties and strive to fulfill the plans, because
more steel would mean, he said, more butter. The next day it

was found that across Bezymyznski's poem in the wall newspa-
per someone had written in a worker's uneven hand:)

\"Comrade, Comradel
For you I pity feel,
When there's butter
There'll also be stee11 I')

In order to raise the writing standards of the workers

on the factory newspaper\037 and to interest them in subjects
other than socialist competition, industry finance plans,
110'l.JrJ.q. \"-,,tc., Trybuna robsel

fkor\037 bdg\037n to devote one pa\037e)))
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(out of four) to the literary activities of 'worker
c\037rrespond-

onts and young Odessa writers in \037eneral. Because the facto-
ry newspaper editors wrote little in

Tr1bun\037
robsel'kora

about their experiences in publish1\037 the factory or\037ans,

the entire newspaper was soon converted into a literary or-
van for be\037lnni\037.writers. None of t\037e hl\037her officials

paid any attention to this chan\037e, or they ma\037 even \037ave sym-

pathized with it, for the creative writln\037 movement w\0371ch

dominated Chcrnomors'ka komuna not onlv made it more 1nterest-

In\037 and rea a e ut a s\037a corresponding effect on the

twenty-el\037ht subordinate factory newspapers, which also en-
deavored to publish feull1etons, sketches and poems, provide

good layouts and in \037eneral
enliven their content.

Tne beglnnln\037 of the 1930's was a period of preoccupa-
tion with various types of mass newspapers intended for use

in the ac t\\lal Ioea tion of production. Thus, for example,
Ch ornomors'ka komuna sent out its own trave11\037 editorial of-
?l ees to areas where spring sowi\037 was in pro\037ress and to
spring fisheries. Durin\037 a sprl\037 sowi\037 campaign, for ex-
ample, the railroads supplied the editorial office with three

cars which were fitted with a printshop, kitchen and sleepin\037

quarters for the traveling editors. A locomotive hauled the
cars to the destination and left them there, either on a sid-
ing or on a small sidetrack near the villages and fields the

newspaper was to serve. The editors got in touch with the

collective farms they were to serve, and found out what bri-

gades and individuals were lag\037ing and which were in the lead.
After they had established contact the editors be\037an publish-

in\037 a small daily paper, a two-page leaflet called Chorno-

mor s 'ka komuna
\037 vesn\037a nly sivbi lBlack \037ea Commune-rn--

\037pr i ng \037ow1n\037f . The mas the ad was taken from that of the larg-er Chornomors'ka komuna so that people would recognize that
it was t h e same as the newspaper in Odessa except that it
was bein\037 published especiallv for a collective farm in the
field. The new\037paper carried material of tne followln\037 gener-
al nature: \"Why Does Petro Maximets' Brigade Laf2: the Most on thf
May Day Collective Farm?1I \"Follow Ivan i'iatyushek' s Example:
Yesterday He Plowed N Hectares\"; IIrr You Walk c)lowlv You'll
Nover Make It: This-Is How Andrei Makarenko, Head of the
Lenin Collective Farn, 'Jiorks.\

Similar field editions of Chornomors'ka komuna were pub-lished at factories which lagged n u n\037 p l anned goals.
'rhey invariably accomplished their

purpo\037e of brln\0371n\037 pres-
sure to bear on both workers and management. ObviouslY, how-
ever, Q newspaper of this sort was not an organ of informa-
tion and cultural Interest--it waR a means of pressure in the
hands of the reg.1Ine. Evel.ybody realized thi s and was afraid
or' bo11)\037 \037rJftt)t1Dnod in the newspaper.)))
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It was in this atmosphere of an expano1n\037 press acting
as a tool of Party and government pressure that the unique
literary liberalism of C hornomor s'ka komuna came to an end.
This Is how it happAned. A con t lTct arose in Odessa be-
tween Vainov, the young, talented and ambi t1011.R seoretAry of
the Party Committee, and the head of the Black \037ea Merchant

Marine, who had jurlsdictlo\037 over the ports of the entire
Black Sea coast of the U.\037.\037.R. and over the Black \037ea mer-

chant fleet.
.)

The head of the Black Sea Merchant Marine was usually

appointed by the People's Commissariat of Maritime and In-

land Shipping. In the administrative sen\037e he was subordi-
nate ,only to Moscow, but as a member of the Party he was sub-
ordinate to the Odessa Party Committee. As long as the Par- .

ty committees were strictly organs of political guidance (as
was the case until the 1930's), relations between the Black
Sea navigation authorities and the Odessa Party Committee
were normal, but once the Party committees were brought in-
to operational \037uldance of economic life as members of the
controlli\037 management staffs, the question arose of the ex-
tent to which the Black \037ea navigation authorities had to re-
port to the Odessa Party Committee on economic matters. It
was obvious that t\037e navigation authorities could not be en-
t1relv subordinate to the Committee because they had lar\037e
installations not only in Odessa but in Kherson J Nlkolayev
and even outside the Ukrainian Republic.

Va1nov evidentlv wanted the head of the fleet to be
subordinate to him in both the political and economic sense
so as to enlar\037e his own sphere of influence beyond the lim-
its of Odessa and thus to increase the prestl\037e of the Odessa

Party or\037anizatlon. The head of the fleet, however, did not
subordinate himself and at the s\037e time tried to avoid any
conflict with the Party. Vainov called in the editor of
Chornomors'ka komuna and, arter prais1n\037 the newspaper for

ts hlg\037 erary standards, said that now the press must al-
so help the Party organizations in their daily work. Vainov
then remarked that the Black Sea fleet administration was ig-
noring the Odessa Party Committee.)

The editor did not completely understand the secretary,
who intended that the newspaper should criticize the Black
\037ea fleet administration in the same way it had been str1k-
in\037 at the administrative shortcoro1\037s in the Odessa govern-
ment. In the case of the Odessa administration, however, it
had criticized actual errors and abuses while it had not
found S110'1.t;001rJ1ngs in the Fleet Administratiot1 wi11ch would
\037'l\\:)l'!t. \037,i t11er Sf\\l'j \\J11\037 ()1- \037ol}s\037ti OJ).!ll exposl11'\037. The edi tor did)))
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not realize that he was beln\037 asked simply to falsify reports
and. make false aocusations against the head of the Black \037ea

navigation administration. He considered !uch accusations a
crime and a violation of Party ethics, and therefore, when a

worker ,correspondent brigade had been sent to the Fleet Ad-

ministration and failed to find any particular shortcomings,
the editor took sides with the head of the Black \037ea fleet,)

Cases in which the editor was asked to cooperate
against his will with the secretary of the Party committee be-
cause falslricatl\037n or exaggeration of someone's guilt was\037 in-

volved were common; moreover, the editor was indebted to the
secretary for S01ne previous favors. But the ad! tor was an
idealist who thought that revolutions could not be carried
through with soiled hands and that lies and falsehood in the
Party would mean the end of both the Party and the Revolu-
tion. Consequently, he resolved not to chan\037e his stand.

His independent conduct so annoyed Vainov that the latter
went to Kharkov and asked the Ukrainian Communist Party Cen-
tral Committee to provide anotber editor for Odessa. The
secretary stated that the present editor was an honest and
capable person but that he was not suited for effective work
on a newspaper because a newspaper now had to help the Party
organization in its day-to-day work. The Central Committee
secretary concurred, which meant the end of the independent
policy of the newspaper.

This incident not only illustrates the demands made by
the Stalinist apparatus on the newspapers but also shows the
moral degradation of Bolshevism and the ideolo\037ical decline
of the Soviet press.

Kaptsan, the new editor of Chornomors'ka komuna , was
honest and devoted to the Party cause but he was by no means
a journalist, although he had been graduated from the Com-
munist University and had done Party work. He was a person-al friend of Vainov, the secretary of the Odes.sa Party Com-
mittee, and for this reason he had been asked to come to
Odessa to work. Althou\037h reasonable, tactful and industri-
ous, he simply had too little experience and education to be
an editor. As a professional Party man, on the other hand,
he knew what was expected of a newspaper at that time. He
placed this

knowled\037e unreservedly at the service of his
friend Valnov.)

Like Vainov and many other Party officials, however,
Kaptsan was by nc means ready to go throu\037h fire and wat\037r
for his patron. At that tlnlc3 oblasts were formad in the
TTlil'n1;).p nn4i OdeRi'A be\037a:Jk') an oblast center. Va1nov was not)))
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important enou\037h to be the secretary of an oblast, and a man
named Malorov, a candidate for membership in tbe Politburo

of the Ukrainian Communist Party Central Committee, was sent

to take his place. Meanwhile, the custom had already become

instituted whereby every secretary took his own staff with

him when he went to a new job, not trusting the stafr of his
predecessor. Kaptsan, however, wAnted to stay on as editor
of the oblast newspaper in Odessa and therefore decided to
win the confidence of the new secretary. On the very day
that Maiorov arrived in Odessa Chornomor s 'ka komu na carried
a full-page sensational report of major l rregu l ar ft ies in
the Odessa Frocurator's office. The report was a slap in
the face for Vainov: the editor was attacking him publicly
before the new secretary. Vainov, however, was not indign-
ant, for he probably would have done the same thing himself.
(Incidentally, the terror of the Yezhov period reconciled

them all: Malorov, Vainov and Kaptsan were all shot in 1931
as '\\enemies of the people. II))

Upon his arrival in Odessa Kaptsan made changes in

the newspaper which brou\037ht it to the standard common to the
entire U.\037.\037.R. First, alJ poets, writers and artists were
removed from t'he stafr as \"parasites.\" They did, it 1s
true, provide little material for the newspaper but their
pay was small. Feul11etons, poems, stories and feature ar-
ticles disappeared from t\037e newspaper, and tbe number of
cartoons ana pictures was reduced, while the number of re-
ports on the achievements of enterprises, the modernization

of Odessa industry, socialist competition, etc., increased.
Technical drawings of new machines were even introduced, for
the editor, although he had had only political training, had
a weakness for technical subjects.

The editor also reorganized the illustrated magazine
Shkval , changing it from an illustrated literary periodical
to a magazine concerned with technical methods, one which

contained articles on changes in the equipment of Odessa en-

terprises, machine parts with drawings, etc. The Stalin slo-

gan \"In the period of reconstruction technique decides every-
thing\" hypnotized all Party personnel at that time, Includinp;
the new editor of Chornomors'ka komuna.)))
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IV . THE IN\037.TlTUTE OF JOURNALISI4)

H1\037her sohools of journalism were opened in the Soviet
Union in the second half of the 1920's; prior to that time no

such courses had been offered in Russia. By 1930 there were

three higher schools teaching journalism: the State Insti-
tute of journalism in Moscow, the Communist Institute of Jour-
nalism in Leningrad, and the journalism department of the
Artem Communist University in Kharkov. The latter became,
after 1930. the All-Ukrainian Communist Institute of Journal-
ism.)

While the guberniyas were still in existence each had
had its own Party school; later, when guberniyas rere sup-
planted by okrugs, each okrug had its own school. These
schools accepted Party members who had distinguished them-
selves in lower-echelon Party work but who needed to improve
their general qualifications. Completion of the equivalent
of public school was sufficient for admission to a regional
Party school, which had a two-year course. The curriculum
there was approximately as follows: the history of the Party,
from which Leninism was later separated as a separate course;

elementary political economy; the history of the Ukraine
(and of the U.\037.S.R.); the Ukrainian language and literature:

and the elements of world history. Fossibly elementary math-
ematics and a few other subjects were also taught. Gradua-
tion from such a school did not bestow any professional
ri\037hts, and graduates went back into Party work, often propa..
ganda.)

Another type of education was that provided by the uni-
verslties,both for Communists and others. The Artem Communist

University, opened in Kharkov in 1923, was a typical example
of a Party school, corres?onding to the Sverdlov Communist

University in Moscow. A Communist university trained middle-
echelon Party cadres, i.e., cadres for approximately the

okrug level. \037fuile such students entered a Communist univer-
sity with better training than was required for entry into
the regional Party school,matriculatlon certificates were not

required of them.)

The subject matter was taught entirely by Communist
professors and concerned primarily Party instruction and ori.

entation. The students lived on the campus, isolated from)

1 . 1'h e ok rugs were at'1')roxilnately thl\037ee-.fourths the size of
t\037e former gubernlyas.)

-50-)))
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outside influences. As a result of t\037e sketchy background
of the students and the narrow scope of tbe education, the

Communist university graduated people who were well-trained
in the \"applled

li
but not in the theoretical sense.

It was interesting to compare the Communists \037raduated
from the Communist university with graduates ot -an ordinary

non\037Party higher school such as the Institute of National
Economy. The programs of both schools were fairly similar
(that of the non-Party Institute included professional

courses such as law, accounti\037, etc.), but for the most

part the theoretical social and economic subjects were the
same. Outstanding Communists graduated from the Communist
University, however, simnly could not stand comparison with

graduates from the Institute of National Economy. Communists
p;raduated from the Insti.tute of National Economv soon devel-
oped into brilliant theoreticians, some of whom were advanced

to responsible work for the state and published interesting
works on economics. At the same time the Communist Universi-

ty did not, to my knowledge, produce a sln\037le theorltlcl\037 a
sin\037le instructor for a non-Party higher school, or a single
state figure in the field of theoretical economics. or
course, the number of Party figures and administrative per-
sonnel produced wa\037 considerable.)

Another type of education Was tbat provided by the All-
Ukrainian Association of Marxism-Leninism Institutes in Khar-
kov, a Party educational institution which selected as stu-
dents people who had already been graduated from the higher
schools (largely from the Communist universities) and which

trained higher school instructors in socia-economic subjects
oyer a three-year period. The only good instructors Fradu-
ated from this institution were those who came to them not
from a Communist university but from a non-Party hl\037her
school. The Association, however, did not produce as wel1-

trained economists as the Institute of National Economy.)

Generally speaking, the system of isolated Party educa-
tion did not justify itself and it was, I believe, abolished
in the late 1930's. As far as I know there Is at present on-
Iv one hi\037her Party school, t\037at under the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The institutes
of journalism have been joined to ordinary universities 8S
departments. When I joined the staff of the All-Ukrainian
Communist Institute of Journalism in 1931 it had just been

made independent of the Communist unl\037erslty and \037iven the

status of an institute.)

The students at the Institute were similar to those of
t)l\037 r\037\037ul1\037ln1 iff; U11ivel'sity--Party and Komsomol members. who !1ad)))
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been \037raduated from okru\037 Part v schools OP sev\037n-yea\037'schools,
or who possessed even less education. Later, in selecting
students particular attention was devoted not to pr\037or educa-

tional training but to the importance of the prospective stu-
dent as a Party member. When an applicant was a prominent
Party fl\037ure from an outlying area he would be accepted at
the Institute even if he were entirely illiterate.

Generally speaking, the first two decades of the So-

viet regime WAre a period of many experiments in education.
For example, at one time professo\037ships in the higher
schools were abolished, on the theory that students could

teach themselves, with professors serving only as tutors to
be consul tad like books. At t\037e same time ind1 vidual' student
examinations were supplanted by brl\037ade examinations. Five

or six students were grouped in a brigade. Homework was done

bv the brl\037adeJ which would \037o to the professor in a body to
take examinations. It often happened

that a brigade would

be passed in a course on the basis of examination questions
answered by one or two of its members. 8uch procedures led
to a rapid decline ot teacbln\037 standards, a decline which was

arrested onlv at the end of the 1930's...)

In recruitln\037 for the Institute of Journalism durin\037

the first half of the 1930's little attention was \037lven to

the general educational and cultural back\037round of. the pro-

spective student. For example, after two years of instruc-

tion one girl student in answer to a question stated that

Gogol was a writer of the NEP period. Such an example,
which coul\037 be matched by many others, s\037ows not only the
low requirements for admission to the Institute but also the

poor training provided in consequence of the brigade system,
the virtual abolition of professorships and other academic
innovations. Poorly trained students were also common in the

one-year Komsomol courses given in the Institute which

trained journalists for the Komsomol press\037

Not all students at the Institute, however, had the
same cultural back\037round. There were, for example, some stu-
dents who had an excellent \037eneral educational background,
other9 who were simply more intell1\037ent and capable than the
average, and flnallv t\037ere were those woo entered the Insti-
tute to become real 1ournallst\037 and not merelv to get an edu-
cation or receive a stipend. Actually, the selection of pro-
spective students on the basis of professional qualifications
was the weakest feature of the entire institution. Because
attention in selectinq students for the' Institute was focused

not on .1ournalist1c inclinations or on educational background
but on Imnortnnce in Party an\037 public activity, students who
were merely good prospective .1ournaollsts received a low)))
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priority when sAekln\037 entrance.

Generally speakin\037, people often entered the hl\037her Par-

ty schools at that time to take a rest or to en10y more ad-

vantageous conditions than in their pr\037vlous jobs. One stu-

dent, for example, had been the head of a mineworkers' commit-
tee in the Donets Basin and had received 400 rubles a month.
At the Institute, however, he received \037'.st1pend of only 350
rubles a month for himself and his family. He could not ac-
cept the fact that he was recelvln\037 fifty rubles less than
before and left the Institute after a year or two. There
were many similar cases.)

There were also many cases in which students did not
do poorly in their studies but nevertheless lacked either
ability or inclination for \037ournallsm. As t\037e Institute

hardly inculcated any professional knowled\037e of 1ournalism,
the careers of the graduates were most varied. \037ometlmes

the most ca\037ab\037e student graduated would return to the post
of district Party committee secretary or propa\037andlst, or
would \037erhaps even become an instructor for a poultry produ-
cers' cooperative society or somethi\037 of that nature. He
would usually not become a newspaperman or journalist, for
only a small proportion of the graduates (perhaps twenty to

twenty-five per cent) became editors of district newspapers,
and hardly anyone became a prominent journalist for a maior
newspaper. Tbis was not only because the students often
lacked tne inclination but also because they were unable to
get a place on the big papers: a student from the Institute
would not be accepted by a bl\037 newspaper because he usually
'lacked both an adequate cultural background and professional
training.

\037hat, then, did the Institute do? Essentiallv it was a

Party institute which offered a wide range of political train-
ing but scarcely any journalism instruction. This had not
always been the case, however. In 1929 two persons who had
been in t\037e first graduating class of the journalism depart-
ment of the Artem Communist University arrived in Odessa.
They were not yet well-trained journalists, but tney had at

least received training applicable to newspaper work, and

wanted to do such work. Althou\037h not all the \037raduates dur-
In\037 the lQ20's went to work for newspapers the great majori-

ty did. Whv then was this not t\037e case in the 1930's? One
reason was that in the lQ20's there were few schools and stu-
dents were selected more carefully, while later it wa\037 not

toe students who asked for admission to the Institute but the

Institute which sent its instructors throu\037hout the Ukraine

in order to recruit students.)))
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The n1ain reason, however J for t\037e poo\037 quaIl ty of j our-
nallsm instruction in the 1930's lay in a c\037ange in the meth-
od of teaching journalism. It has been fashionable at

times to speak of the \"science\" of .1ournalism. But it seems

more accura\037e to call journalism a craft, one which, like

every craft, can be mastered only through practical work. In

the 1920's the feuilleton writer Os tap Vyshnya was asked to

come to the journalism faculty of the Artem Communist Univer-

sity to deliver a number of lectures on the sub1ect of feuil-

leton writing. He began by saving, II\037Jell, what can I say
about the way feuilletons are written? Fersonally, I do it

this way: I take a pen, dip it in ink, tbink awhile and be-

gin to write.\" This was not so much a lecture as a feuille-
ton in itself. Yet it is true that the feuilletons of Ostap
Vyshnya, which were based on puns and paradoxes, could not be

fitted into any general theory. Here surely Was a literary

craftsman speaking.

In the 1920 I
S instruction in the journalism department

consisted of analyzin\037 and classifyi\037 various methods of

plyin\037 the craft of journalism. Such instruction, however,
had one \037reat failing: it assumed a good general educational
and cultural background on the part of the student. Unfor-
tunately, suc\037 a background was seldom present. Nevertheless,
because the tra1nin\037 was ex\03711clt and concerned with applied
aspects of writing the \037raduates had at least the beginning
of a good working knowled\037e of journalism.

During the 1930's this approac\037 to journalism was con-
sidered a formalist heresy, a deviation into bourgeois tech-
nicalities. First of all, the theory went, a journalist had
to know what to write about, not how to write, for if he

knew the former the latter would take care of itself. A

press department was formed at the Institute in 1931. It be-

came the leading department of the school and was headed by a

Party member with a secondary.education.)
,

The department divided all journalism instruction into
two parts: (1) the Marxist-LenInist-Stalinist \"science of
the press\" and (2) the technique of newspaper reportin\037. The
emphasis on the two uarts was not equal, for the former
claimed ninety-five per cent of the department's attention
and efforts. It dealt with t\037eorv, and althou\037h it WaS sup-
posed to include a study of newspaper articles (feuilletons,
editorials, etc.), thev were l\037nored as constitutin a \"formal-

1 11 II
t t \" \037

s m -- con en was the important th1n\037. The second part was
concerned with tec\037nlcal aspects of

publlshin\037, such as print-
i11.Q: find layout.)))
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The department considered that its main task was to
study and apply the l1arxist-Leninist-Stalinist \"science of
the pre ss. U

And yet the.re was no such science.

For the most part the department seized upon and ex-
panded Lenin's statement that'a newspaper must be not only
a collective agitator and propagandist but also a collective

organizer of the masses. It
Lenin had made this statement in

the period of Bolshevism when Iskra [The \037park]2 was the

Party's only means of contact with the masses. Obviously it

engaged in both agitation and propaganda among the masses

and even organized the masses sympathetic to the Party. But

every newspaper performs certain organizational functions.
Nevertheless the press department made the 'organizational
function basic, and unsuccessful attempts were made to devel-

op this thesis into a special scientific theory.

It was at about this time (the early 1930.s) that the
f.ress attacked two persons who had allegedly di8torte\037 the
'Ivlarxist-Leninst science of the press\": the editor of

Sovetskaya Sibir '
.' Kurs, and another .1ourna11st named Hus.

Both had been dismissed from newspaper work for alleged
ties with the opposition and had been transferred to work as
instructors at the State Institute of Journalism in Moscow.
They were even removed from that school, however, on accusa-
tions of \"deviations from the science of the press,\" and
tiformallsm.\" The director of the Institute press department
wrote a \"scientific'. work on the sub.1ect and traveled to Mos-
cow and Leningrad with it to read to the press department

there. The \"ideologically sound\" work of the director about
the \037'Kurs-Hus deviation

II
evoked only ironic smile s in Moscow.

People there knew the secret of uKurs-Husism u
better than we

did and therefore did not take the Kharkov study seriously.

Elucidation at the Institute of the \037roblems of jour-
nalism was reduced to restati\037 Lenin's pronouncements on

the press. \037talin too began at that time to be regarded as
an authority on the science of Journalism. His uninspirednotion that lithe press is an implement with the help of

which the Party maintains constant contact with the masses\"
was proclaimed as a profound discovery and was discussed ad)

2. I s kra , which first appeared in 1900, was the or\037an of the
Rus SI an Social Democratic Labor Party. Lenin was inst\037uroen-
tal in its organization and contributed extensively. In
1903 it passed from Lenin. s control to that of t1,e \037fenshev1ks \037

and in 1905 it ceased publication.)))
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in finitum in leotures. The study of types of newspaper arti-

Cl es and of journalism training was hardly mentioned. Of

course, attempts were made to pose the problem of training
journalists more broadly. Something was said about introduc-

ing a course on stenography and typing as well as on other
strictly journalistic subjects, but nothing came of it.

For this reason I took advantage of summer vacation \037d

the winter of 1931 to attend seminars in literature in Khar-

kov and to train mYself for lecturing on literature. In 1932
I WAS permi tted to give a short course on 1\"estern European

literatures in the Komsomol faculty of the All-Ukrainian Com-

munist Institute of Journalism, and the followin\037 year I gave
a course on these literatures at the Institute in addition to
lectures on literature in various seminars and courses at the
Institute.

The picture of the Institute which I have sketched 1s

lacking in one important respect--it fails to convey the

spirit of those tragic years in the U.S.\037.R., a spirit which

pervaded every institution and activity. Perhaps the best
way in which I can correct this shortcomln\037 1s to relate some

of my own experiences on the faculty of the Institute in the

1930's. Not only do they bear directly on journalism, for I
was supposedly teaching that subject, but they illuminate in
a general sense the exercise of state and Party power which

was, after all, the most important influence in every phase

of society, including the press.

It was a period of great changes and terrible happe\037
Ings in the U.\037.S.R. Collectivization had met with powerful
resistance on the part of the peasantry, and the state, in

enforcing its will, called upon the press for support. In

1932 we read at the top of the front page of the newspaper
Komunist , central organ of the Party in the Ukraine (I cite
f rom memory): liThe village of Bashtanka in Kherson oblast is
declared under boycott for failure to meet grain procurement

quotas. All shipments of manufactured goods to the village
have been stopped.\" In effect, a collective responsibility
had been established which fell on men, women and children
re\037ardless of what role they played in the production process.
It was outright war against the village. Komunlst carried

this announcement for several weeks. It was an example which

the entire Ukrainian press soon followed.

It was only the beglnnin\037, however. At the very time
that people were dying of hunger in the villages, editorials
in Pravda and, fol1owi\037 it, in the entire provincial press,
began to pl'lnt

stat\037mcnts
such as \"We have bull t a happy,

g11nny, joyous li.fe. I
A rapid change in administrative)))
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cadres took place in all sectors of state and Party work at
that time.)

All honest Communists with any ties at all with the
people fled from responsible work or \037lse were the victims

of repression. One Deputy People's Commissar told me when

he returned from a v111a\037e where he had been sent to collect
\037raln from the peasants that \"It's actually a matter of
whether I take grain from the peasant and his family dies of
starvation, or else get sent to Siberia myself.\" .He went to
\037iberla, but more tractable persons came in his stead to take
the grain from the peasants.

The rapid replacement of honest journalists with un-
principled hacks was apparent in the press. I shall never
forget the impression a Pravda feul11eton bY Mikhail Kol'-
tsov made on the Institute students. In a well written
piece Kol'tsov told how, while in Paris, he had read \"slan-
derous 11

article s in the \"\037.'Jhi te Guard
Ii

newspaper Voz roz hdeniya
[Rebirth) about famine in the Ukraine) allegedly wr ftt en by
the newspaper's correspondent from Dnepropetrovsk. Kol'tsov
wrote:)

Then I decided to test the newspaper Vozrozhdenlye .

I wrote a long article (evidently under a pseudo-
nym] in which I described famine in the Ukraine.
I put it in an envelope and mailed it right in
Paris, even though I pretended to have written it
from the U.S.8.R. Several days later this arti-
cle was actually published in Vozrozhdeniye . How-

ever, I had written my article so that every
tenth word be\037an with a certain letter, so that
if these letters were read in sequence the result
would be . . .)

At this Do1nt tbere was a photograph of the article in his
Pravd a feul11eton with the be\037inning of every tenth word

marke a . These letters formed the following message: \"You

t\037lte Guard slanderers lie when you say there is famine in

the U. S. SR.\

The reaction of students to Kol'tsov's feuilleton is
interesting. Some of those who Came from the vl1la\037es or had
been workers protested in private (not only could the famine
not be discussed. it could not even be mentioned as exlst-
lngJ) They said, \"

Voz rozh den1Yd pub11\037hed a report not from
the U.S.S.R. but 1'I'om P ar i s, an d yet it contained the awful

trutll. A!ld 1\"ll!1t kind of people s1t in the office s of Pravda

th\037t \037)\037y CAn be intoxicated by verbal gymnastics conc arnln\037)))
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, .

such unspeakable suffering and death of millions of workers?\"
Others however said, \"That Kol'tsov is some fellow. Just

J J
\"

dsee how he traDped those White Guardists! These stu ants
were carried away by the outward, strictly formal side of
the matter, and their hearts were like stone. They were the
ones who were then er\037wling to power. And while I sat in
prison in 1937 and 1938 and saw how

th&1.
were then

pf.\037cessedas responsible bureaucrats by Yezhov's lmeat grinder I be-
gan to believe that there was indeed some sort of retribution.

The most sl\037nlf1cant reaction to Kol'tsov's article was
that there was not a sin\037le Party voice raised to say\037 \"But

Ko\" tsov 1s compromising the regime by his feuilleton. The

whole country is walkin\037 on the bodies of people who have

died of starvation, and how can this be denied? How can this
sort of thing be so cynically handled in a feuilleton?\" No

one said this. Everyone was intoxicated -- some from hatred
of the regime, others from the joy of power. Those who were

drunk from joy called the Seventeenth Party Congress, which con-

vened in the spring of 1934 after the famine, the IIcongress

of victors\" (victory over the millions who had died of starva-
tlonJ) The feullleton writer Kol'tsov also belonged to the
\"vlctors

li
drunk with happiness . . . and he too was shot in

1938.)

I consider it my unmitigated good fortune that at that
time fate removed me from newspaper work and from lecturing
about newspapers. To lecture on newspapers meant to compro-
mise learning, to maintain that there was some special
Marxist-Leninist (and Stalinist besides!) science of the
press. Generally speaking, the fate of lecturers whose top-ics touched to some extent on Soviet reality was not an envia-ble one at that time. This was true of instructors in the
humanities and in other fields as well, except, perhaps, puresciences. All courses had to begin with Marx, Engels and
Stalin. One would have expected the most orthodox Marxists to
come to the fore here. Actually, however, opportunists came

forward, and their flowery phrases covered an absolute ideolog-ical void.
Fortunately I lectured on a subject about which

Party control agents usually understood nothln\037--Western Euro-
pean literature. It was difficult for the Party control
agents to accuse me of anvthin\037 because I did not i\037nore the)

j . fha-name given to the field session of the Military Col-

legium of the U. S. S.R.. Supreme Court, headed bV Orlov, which
came to Kharkov, conven\037J at night and had most of its vic-tims shot. -- A.K.)))
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obli\037atory sociological-class approach to literary phenomena.
On the contrary, I stressed it in order to turn it a\037a1nst

Stalinism.)

I s?oke in suc\037 a way as to portray a situation as simi-
lar as \037oss1ble to life under \037talln1sm. In painting a psy-
cholo\037lcal picture of \037hakespeare'9 Ia\037o, for example, I al-
ways kept the image of Stalin in mind, for it lent a sharp-

ness to my analysis. My students, future journalists, stood

by me and several times saw to it that I received bonuses

for my lectures. Did thev understand what I was saying? I

was afrlad that the real conclusions behind my lectures

might crystallize in their minds from the veiled pArallels
I had drawn. On the other hand, I did not wish my lectures

to be merely academic. I wanted the students to realize not
only that t\037ere was a terrible s1ml1ar1tv between \037hake-

speare's character and 8talinist real1tv but also to draw

the corresDondlng political conclusions: that Stalinism con-
tained the same egoistic individualism t\037at it allegedly was
fighting to destroy, and that it was not collectivism at all
but rather a new form of man's rule over man. However, for
my own safety, such suspicions would have to arise dimly in
the minds of the students themselves, through no ostensible
fault of mine. Thus a Party investigator ml\037ht hesitate to

report me for fear that he himself had drawn the parallel be-
tween a Shakespearean character and Stalin, a parallel which
had not actually been drawn by the instructor. Evidently my
teachin\037 device was successful, for when I was finally ar-
rested no char\037e was levelled against me for the t\037lngs I had

said in the classroom.)

Dur1n\037 my lectures at the Institute the \037tallnlst con-
trol agents looked for \"sabotalle\" in outward appearances
such as dlsparagin\037 remarks about \037talln. Later they be\037an

to complain if I failed in mv lectures to mention what they
thou\037ht

4

were important facts. \037omeone lecturing about \037hev-

chenko, for example, could be accused of failing to men-
tion the fate of women in feudal society, children in \037hev-

chenko's works, the military in the time of Nicholas I, etc.
But actually it was t\037e task of the Partv control a\037ents in

the hi\037her schools not to find \037u11t but to intimidate, to
instill fear in lecturers.)

Irhere were various means of do1n\037 this. For example, a

steno\037rapher sent unannounced to attend a lecture would tran-
scribe everything the professor said for t\037e benefit of the)

4 . T ar\037 S hevc h e riko (1812-1861), Ukrainian poet.)))
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oblast Party committee. The trouble was not that sQe tran-

scribed the lecture \037ut that the lecturer was not allowed to
correct mistakes or misrepresentations. For this reason,

when I saw a stenographer sitting near the lecture platform

at one of my lectures I abandoned my regular lecture proce-

dure (in free literary style), took out my outline and began

to dictate to the stenographer, slowly and with due conside-

ration to every sentence. The students suppressed their

smiles.

Even in such transcriptions, however, the control
agents would try to find mistakes and would interpret what I
sald to suit their purpose.

When I saw a district Party 'com-
mittee instructor who had long been \"interested

il
in me at one

of my lectures, I pulled out the Soviet textbook and began
to lecture from it. Even this dodge did not help, however,
because the instructor looked throu\037h the textbook and main-

tained that I had omitted a passage on the Farty orientation

of literature. Of course, what he wanted was my removal
from the faculty, which he finally won in 1936.

There were other methods of persecutl\037 intellectuals.

For example, \"anti-Marxist\" errors would be revealed in a

publication at meetings of the department concerned. A work

published eigbt to ten years earlier would inevitably contain
passages which did not correspond to the new spirit of the
1930's. The accused author of the work in question would be

forced to recant publicly. He had to appear before the en-
tire Institute (students and instructors) and condemn his er-
rors, and write an article for the press in order to render
his previous work harmless. T f the name of the editor of the

publishing house also appeared on the work condemned, he also
was blamed and had to recant.)

wben the errors nf a professor were discussed in the de-
partment all members of the department had to join actively
in condemning him. Persons who said nothing were accused of
\"glossing over in silence.\" On one occas1.on our literature
department discussed a \"faulty\" textbook on Ukrainian grammar,

written by one of the members of the department. Everyone

severly criticized the author, with whom they had ioined just
the day before in complaining about such procedures. Now

they looked him in the eye and severelv condemned his \"bour-

geois nationalist contraband.\" All this was so repulsive to

me that in makin\037 a semblance of condemnlnp the author I actu-

ally came to his defense. Curiously enou\037h I later learned
that the author was an NKVD informer.

.,

The \"contraband\" theme was all-pervasive And it seemed
at the time that not positive, constructive work but)))
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exposures of \"enemy contraband\" were most valued in the
press, lectures and every ideological activity. The best

\037ournalist
seemed to be the one whose articles sent the most

'enemies of the people u
to the NKVD. Similarly, the best

literary critic was the one whose reviews revealed the
greatest number of works guilty of Trotskyite or Ukrainian
nationalist deviation. The best publishing house editor was
not the one wbo prepared the most books for publication but
the one who held back the most after discoverln\037 that they
contained counterrevolutionary contraband.\

Anotner form of intimidation was 11nkln\037 the name of
the accused with tbe \"crime\" of another. Thus, for example,
a favorable article on Ostap Vyshnya would become evidence
of criminal complicity if Vyshnya were arrested and the
author of the article would be eligible for arrest.

The same thin\037 was true of lectures. If a professor
delivered a lecture favorable to the work of a writer who

had .lust been arrested, a fact not yet known to the profess-.
or, the professor was eligible for arrest for hav1n\037 champi-
oned \"counterrevolutionary propap:anda.\" \037A]hen I had occasion
to give a series of lectures on Soviet Ukrainian literature
in 1933, I would go outside the Institute before every lec-
ture and ask any friends I met what the latest news WAS and

whether any of the authors I was about to discuss had been

arrested. If such were not the case I delivered my lecture

as: plannad J but if someone had been arrested, then I had to
criticize both that person and any textbook which took a
favorable view of him.)))
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v. \037TALINISM IN. THE PRE\037S)

, . I ..)

Soviet press style in its present form crystallized 'in
the 1930's and can be called Stalinism in the press. The

style arose as a response and a contribution to the politic-

al circumstances of the time. Certainly the most important

reason for the type of press which emerged was the relation-
ship between the Party and government on the one hand and

the general population on the other. Whether one attributes
this particular relationship to any traits of Stalin's own

personality or to the ideological imperatives of the Party

workers, the fact remains that great changes were forced

upon the people through the Party and government apparatus.
One has the impression that the leaders felt tbat anything
was possible if only the many Party and state agencies 9 0u1d

study, organize and master the problems of the times, and

that if t11ere existed some \"aberrant\" behavior in society it
could be charged to an imperfection of the apparatus. Leon

Trotsky, in his last rebuke to Stalin's faction from the

speaker's stand in the Central Committee of the Party in
1927, had said that \"this system is characterized by a be-
lief in tl1e omnipotence of the apparatus.

II

The belief that the important goals of the Party and

government could be realized if only the maSses were proper-

ly organized had a direct effect on the activities of all

official agencies. It left its imprint on the Soviet press

in the sense that it turned the press toward officialdom
and away from the people.

\302\267

For the reader a newspaper under Stalinism 1s, quite
naturally, rather dull. That newspaper is considered good
which, in the interests of Party and government, attacks

slackers, fly-by-nights and embezzlers of state property,
and does a good job of organizing socialist competition
(meanln\037 that it knows how to intimidate passive persons and

compel t\037em to roake higher production pledges).

A typical manifestation of the orientation of the \037o-

viet newspaper toward the apparatus rather than the reade\302\273

1s the title of the. editorial previously cited -- \"Let us

Or\037anlze the Masses for Fulfl1iment of Industry FinancePlans. II
And in o,!,erational terms, for the people who pub

-

11s\037 the newspapers the Party and state orientation of the

press tJ\0373nt that a secretary of the Party at anv level could
\037o:lJf)\037l a ndw\037paper to be an instrument of his \\)1\"1\\'ate

(thow\037h ostensibly Pa!otv And \037OVE'1\302\260nment) de\037lp:ns.)

-62-)))
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A basic operating rule of the
Sov1\037t 'press 1s that it

must report only the achievements of t\037e Soviet re\037lme.
This demand first arose in connection wit\037 the problems of
collectivization in the early 1930's. Soviet life in the

countryside was so joyless that if one were to have written

the truth about it, even in modified tones, a hopelessly

grim picture would have resulted. The newspapers were in-
structed during those terrible times to seek 8omethln\037 posi-

tive in Soviet reality. As a result, not only was there \037o

indication in the press of the human tragedy involved in col-
lectivization, but the press actually reported that a wonder-

ful new way of life had been created.

The practice of wrltln\037 only in positive terms became
entrenched in the Soviet press and today, just as earlier,
leads to horrible unreality at times. The policy has been
carr'1\037d to the noint where, because of the low standard of

11vin\037 in the U.\037.8.R., t\037e Soviet press is required to pic-
ture life in the capitalist countries in the darkest of col-
ors. Originally this was done cautiously, with a sense of

proportion, but by now it has become simply nothing more
than stereotyped agitation.

Recently, in rereadln\037 Little Golden America by the So-
viet writers Ilf and Petrov, publishen in the ear l y thirties,
I was amazed at the freedom of expression which existed even then

in the U.S.(\037.R. in comparison with the present. Today this

book would be called \"kowtowin\037 to the '..rest,\" and its au-
thor\037 would be so roundly condemned that they would never
writ\037 again. \037ut it mocked the negative aspects of capital-
ism in the most effective way, by juxtaposing theM with the

positive aspects. The reader sympathetic to the \037oviet re-

gime who SaW the backwardness of his homeland in this book

wanted the U.S.S.R. to \"catch up with and overtake\" America

in technology but was repelled by her capitalist way of life.)

Ilf's and Petrov's book, which was printed in install-
ments in Pravda , 1s a goo\037 illustration of the Soviet press
of a better day. The press of the 1920's was written in the
same spirit, and hence it carried great Inrlu\037nce wltb its

readers, fostered critical thinking, and had the reader's
trust. Ordinarily, \037ersons both friendly and unfriendly to

the l\"egime could find someth1n\037 of intel'est in the newspapers
of t\037at time; in t\037e mendacious Soviet press of today, how-
ever, enemies of the \037ovlet re\037llne can find nothing to sup-
port their position, and critically minded, intelligent pro-
ponents simply do not regal\"d t\0371e newspapers as truthful. Dt1!\"-
1n\037 the war a Sovie t officer cRptul'ed by thd Gel\037mans told me

that all t11e ot'flcAt\"s an,1 !tJell in 1119 un! t at tJ,e front s impl V

did not \03711t:\037\\Tt) t1}\037 \037\037),.ll\037t 1\037Qdi.v A11d ne,,,\"s}')speI.s w}1en they)))
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described the terrible atrocities oommitted by the Nazis in
deallnp; with prisoners. The web of lies had so mightily en..
\037u1fed the \037oviet press that even trut\" was no longer con-
vincing.

Lies were followed in the 80viet press by a false grand-
eur which today makes Soviet reports unbearably saccharine.
and improbable, and newspaper articles unconvincing and tedi-
ous. Where the reader cannot be convinced by logic and
facts an elevated and formal style come to the rescue. A

typical example Is a story in Izvestiya of October 17, 1952
entitled \"Inspired by the Speech of the Great Stalin.\" The

article concerns workers at the Lenin Neva Plant who are

overfulfilllng plans in accordance with Stalin's speech at
the Nineteenth Party Congress. The story is only seventy
lines lon\037 but it 1s full of grandiose phrases: \"toward new

labor exploits . . . inspired strug\037le to create first-class
Machines . . . in a triumphant atmosphere . . . such an in-
describable joyous excitement was in all our faces [on lis-
tening to Stalin's speech] . . . the machine builders are
workinll with creative inspiration. Ii

And so on day after day
in 8,300 press publications in the U.\037.\037.R. The phrases
are repeated so often, and peo\037le have become so accustomed
to them that it is only when a person who has lived under
these conditions enters a more normal environment that he
becomes fully aware of their incessant use.)

What is the reason for the use of such a stock phrase
as \"go into operation,\" which is used to describe the open-

ing of every new factory or power plant? 1\037y snould Pravda
have printed for over a year the \"flood of greetings to
Comrade Stalin\" on his seventieth birthday, each flreetingfilled

\037ith
flowery phrases of \"profound admiration and af-

fection'? The answer to both questions lies in the fact
that such phrases and greetings are inserted to protect the
writer or the

group he represents. They are printed for the
Party apparatus which checks on the \"Party discipline\" of
the press, and are employed in such a way that they may be

referred to as evidence of the writer's loyalty. For the
same reason every kindergarten or collective farm brigadehad to spend money on congratulatory birthday tele\037rams in
drives diligently organized by the Party committees in order
not to la\037 behind other groups and thereby appear less loyal.

Another method to attain \"respectabilitv\" in the presswhich became widely used in the 1930's was tbe use of a

\037hostwrlter. For example, the January 4, 1953, issue of
Rad y ans 'ka Ukr a1na, the most influential newspaper of the
UK ra rnI an RepublIC, contains an article by O. Lepeshinskaya)))
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an active member of the U.S.S.R. Academy or\" Medical Sciences,

entitled \"The Fight Against Old Age.\"
' \"

Knowing that Lepeshinskaya received a \037talin Prize for

her discoveries in this field, I read her article' wit\037.inter-

est. It begins with the words, \"In our country, where every-

thing 1s intended for the welfare of the working people,

where the basic economic law of socialism, discovered and sci-

entifically established by Comrade Stalin, applies. . . .\" I look

again at the title of the \037article and at the
bTt-1ine

to see
if my eyes have not deceived me, but no, it is 'The Fight

Against G1d Age,\" by O. Lepesh1nskaya. I read the following
para\037r8.ph patiently; \"Many phenomena which cause premature
old age had been forever done way with in the \037oviet Union.
. . . Citizens of the land of socialism are surrounded by
the soliticous concern of the state from the day t\037ey are
born. It is natural that under conditions of the socialist

system, under conditions of our fatherland's movement from

socialism toward communism, problems of struggll\037 to pro-
lon\037 human life, problems of longevity, assume particular im-
portance.\" One-sixt'h of Lepeshinskaya's article is full of

such verbal chaff. Only then does the scientific part begin.

Even if she did feel concerned about lithe basic econom-
ic law of socialism, discovered and scientifically establish-
ed by Comrade Stalin,\" any professor as far removed froM the

political sphere as Lepeshenskaya could not have formulated
it in an article in such standard newspaper style. 8he
most certainly received \"help\" here. Secondly, the agita-
tional introduction to the article 1s in a different style
from the scientific part. Examination of the artiole leads
me to conclude that the author wrote only the first para-
graph of the introduction: \"The problem of longevity and the
fight. against old age is an extremely complex and at the same
time extremely important one. It requires a wide range of

work by specialists in different branches of biology and medi-

cine and comprehensive study by involved and complex methods. ,.

This is followed by an insert on the basic economic law of

socialism discovered by \037talin and a Quotation from E\037els,
and only then does Lepesh1nskaY8 resume: \"Metabolism consists
of the incor\037oration of nutritive substances (a3s1milat1on)
and the disposal of the products of disintegration (dissimi-
lation),\" etc.)

Thus we have before us a literary monta\037e in which 1our-
nalists have rather skillfully added to an article by a pro-
fessional biologist political \"plugs,u to use the term em-

ployed by my Odessa colles.'lue. Such \"co-authorship\" between

Soviet joul\037altst8 And the writers of articles 1s now)))
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widespread in the U.\037.S.R. ,It nrl\037inated dur1n\037 the 1930's;
thus Stalin! za tlo11 of the pOre ss means among otner things the
de-personallzi\037 of writing. When articles began to be

signed by entire worker correspondent brigades consisting of

several persons literary authorship lost its meaning.

In the 1930's it became standard practice to publish
articles supposedly written by prominent Soviet citizens but

actually entirely written for them by journalists. sIt
was

said, for example, that How the Steel Was Tempered , the

novel by Nikolai Ostrovs\037 was actually written by Anna Ka-

ravayeva, his literary editor. Writing for other people has
now become so common in the Soviet newspapers that no one 1s
surprised by it.

Another standard device used in tbe \037oviet press 1s

that of 19norln\037 the time sequence of events. Thus, for ex-
ample, the \"PartV' Life\" department of Pravda for May 11,

1953, carries an article defendlnp the collegium principle in
Party leaders111p. There the author writes that \"it is well
known that Party leadership is collective leadership.\" The
author does not say when this became \"well known,\" and yet it
seems clear that the type of collective leadership which
arose after \037talln's death 1s the antithesis of t\037e leader-

ship provided by Stalin. However, in defending the colle\037l-

urn principle the press pretends to sup\037ort a system long in
existence and championed allegedly by Stalin himself.

Such hypocrisy did not exist in the Soviet press inthe 1920's. When it was necessary to introduce the NEP Lenin
wrnte straightforwardly in Pravda that the country had moved

too far ahead and had to retreat a bit. But under StRlinthe Soviet press was filled with half-truths, outright false-hood and scarcely concealed coercion and 1ntiroldation.

Another characteristic feature of toe Soviet presswhich crystallized in the 1930's is the system of includingin a newspaper a department entitled \"Review of the Press\"in which instructions and orders are given to newspapers ofan administrative level subordinate to that of the paper in
which the review is published. It is inconceivable that a

raton or oblast newspaper should print a review of rravda ,for it alone is entitled to carry reviews of all other news-

papers and is beyond criticism. The entire remainin\037 press
can only praise Pravda or reprint its articles, for to criti-cize Pravda would mean an editor's dismissal (and perhaps his)

::-\037- '1'he novel-- ap pesn-vd in
F.nglt\037h aA The Makin\037 of a Hero.--)

.0)))
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arrest as well) and widespread reprisals against the staff.

The lower-echelon\" newspapers--oblast, city and ralon--follow
Pravda !s example in upholding their own prestige. Oblast
newspapers have a \"Review of the Press\" which carries reviews
of administratively lower newspapers in the cities and ralons
and of the factory and collective farm wall newspapers. The
city and raion.newspapers carry reviews of factory and col-
lective farm newspapers. The newspaper of one city cannot
review the press of another city on the same administrative
level, nor can the newspaper of one raion review the press
of another. Thus the Soviet press 1s based upon a strict hi-
erarchy of authority.

The kind of instruction carried in the reviews of the
press varies. In late 1952 the Sumy (Ukraine) oblast newspa-
per B l1'shovyts' ka zbroya [Bolshevik Weapon] devoted four
coll1mns in i ts \"LI terarv Life

II

department to a pboto\037r8.\037h of

a pensive youn\037 \037lrl. For this action the newspaper received
a severe reprimand in the \"Review of the Press\" department of
the republic newspaper Radyans'ka Ukrai \037 on October 28,
1952. \"The staff of the S umy newspaper Bil'shovyts'ka

zbroya forgets,\" wrote Fad\302\245an\037ka Ukraina ,
\"

that the most

important task of the Party press at the present time is to

propagandize tbe proceedl\037s and decisions of the Nineteenth
Party Congress.

In an article entitled \"Comprehensively Support and
Develop Criticism From Below\" in its issue of January 6,
1953, Radyans'ka Ukrelna told two district newspapers that

implementation of the decisions of the Nineteenth Party Con-

gress and the development of \"criticism from below\" necessi-

tated \"regular publication in these newspapers of reports
and letters from the working people.

II
The \"editors cited as

a good example the Krasny Liman newspaper Za \037 [For
Speed] in Stalino Province, which headed who le pages \"Let-
ters to the Editor.\" As a negative example the review offer-
ed the newspaper \037 do Komu\037zmu [Forward to Communslm]
in Novo-Arkhan\037el\037trrct or-Kirovograd trovince, which
contained only articles written by members of the news9aper
staff and no articles at all by readers.

Tne IIReview of the Press\" department of Radvans'ka
Ukraina for January 8, 1953, compares two house or\037ans in

\037: Shakhtarka [Woman Miner] and Mol otarka fThresher],

to the dlsadvanta\037e of the latter. The \"R ev ieW of the Press\"
departMent or Rad yans'ka Ukrain a for Januarv I), 1953,
prai se s the pl\037 OVl nce newspaper l1adva n s' ka Volyn' [\037o,,'le t

Volhynla] for exemplary reports on th e reconstruction of war..

torn Voll}ynia. If, however, a staff member of Radyans'ka

Ukra1na had wanted to select negative materia l from some-)))
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other part of the newspaper, Rad yans'ka Vol\037 \037
could have

been made to appear as an Inferl or newspaper. Usually some

restraint is shown, and it 1s not possible to dlspara\037e a

\037ood newspaper openly. Of oourse, the reviews of the press,
like the rest of the newspaper, are often used for intrIgue.
If it 1s necessary to discredit a province or district commit-
tee secretary shortcomings will often be sought in his newspa-
per, thus creating grounds for his dismissal.

During the remaining days of January, 1953, the IIReview

of the Press\" department of Rad:vans'ka U krai na- oarried sev-
eral commentaries on other papers. On J anu ary 15 the Kharkov
Province newspaper was criticized for not doln\037 enou\037h to
fight \"for strengtbeni\037 the bonds between science and practi-
cal work,\" and for \"forgetting about the rationalizers and
inventors. It

On January 11 the department carried the head-
ing \"Raise the Level of Propaganda of the Ideas of J.V.
Stalin's Classic New Work.

11
Here the province newspaper

L'vivs' ka
priVda

[Lvov Truth] is criticized for not sufficien-

1 y popu a riz ng Stalin's article, \"Economic Problems of So-
clallsm in the U.\037.S.R.\" On January 20 the department cites
the province newspaper Zaka\037at3

lka pravda fTranscarpathlan
Truth] to illustrate the proper \302\243res between a newspaper and
the primary Party or\037anlzatlons. The January 23 review
deals with a daily wall newspaper on a collective farm. On
January 31 the section deals with local life as reflected in
a district newspaper.)

* * \037.)

From what has been said it 1s clear that in the late1920's and throughout the 1930's policies were established
and enforced which have molded the Soviet press into a power-ful instrument for

propaganda, coercion and terror in the
hands of the Party and government. The increas1n\037 effective-
ness of the press in this role can be traced in the changeswhich have taken place in the content of the newspapers.

Perhaps this point can be most clearly illustrated by
comparing the November 7 anniversary editions of Pravda for
1952 and 1922. The edition markin\037 the thirty-fifth anniver-
sary of tne October Revolution was typical of the Stalinist
press we have been describing. The first page contains a
portrait of Stalin coveri\037 one-fourth of the page. There
are also pictures of two m1nlsters--those of the Armv and Na-
vy--followed by their orders of the day and an editorial and

a slo\037an at the top of the page. The second, third and part)))
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of the fourth pa\037es carry the traditional report on the form-

al meet1n\037 of the Moscow Soviet on the occasion of the anni-
versary. One-third of page three is devoted to a picture of
the presidium of the formal meetln\037. The fourth page con-
tains a chronicle of the formal meeting and another brief ac-
count of the report of the anniversary, to\037ether with greet-
ings from the Communist Party of China and a special feature
article. The entire fifth page is given over to special
greetings from abroad, two-thirds to Stalin and one third to
N. M. Shvernlk as head of the Suprema Sovie t. Half of the
sixth page is devoted to reports on observance of the anniver-
sary abroad and half to international news and news about
Moscow. This was the entire content of the newspaper.

Compare Prav da of November 7, 1922, the fifth anniversa-
ry of the October Rev olution. There are original and thought-
provoking articles by Lenin (HO n the Significance of Gold\,
Trotsky, Bukhar1n, Kamenev and many others. A brilliant
sketch by L. Sosnovski entitled \"Russia\" describes how the

Revolution changed the face of the country and there are po-
ems by Vladimir Mayakovskl and others. Thus we see the trans-

formation which has occurred over the last thirty yearq. On

t\037e most important Soviet holidays--the anniversary of the
October Revolution and May Day--even Pravda usually comes
out in only four or at most six p\037es. But during the years
of War Communism, when newspapers were printed on wrapping
paper, special editions of Pravda and other periodicals ap-
peared on better p\037per and with extra pages--elght or more in
all. However, Pravda then dealt with vital proble\037s and
every page breathed inspiratlon\037 Now the entire \037oviet press
concentrates on a few topics and simply does not dare to
print more than four pages. There is enough paper now, and
Soviet publish1n\037 technique has a?proached that of Europe,
but the soul of 801shevism 1s dead.)))
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Glossary)

\037bernlya (province): the largest administrative uni t subor-
dinate to a republic, excluding national areas;
abolished by 1930 when the oblast became such a
unit.)

Komsomol: The Young Communist League, composed of young peo-
ple from fifteen to twenty-six years old.

oblast (province): the administrative subdivision below the

National Republics.)

ckru8. :)

povlt)

raton)

uyezd)

an administrative unit between the raion and the

oblast which had almost dlsap\037eared by 1930.

(district): the term applied in the Ukraine in the
early 1920's to the administrative unit elsewhere

known as a uyezd.)

(district): the basic administrative unit into which

all administrative units in the U.S.8.R. &re divided,

with the exception of those in the Baltic republics.
(district): an administrative subdivision subordinate
to a gube rn\037a:

l- e l,l r.l\037ed by the raion st.'1.rt1n\037 in
19??

--- -- ..)))
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